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pa s s i o n

—

Baghera/wines
an experts office

—
Baghera /wines was established at the end of 2015 in
Geneva by two passionate experts, who launched a
specialized consultancy office exclusively dedicated to
exceptional wines. Michael Ganne and Julie Carpentier
joined forces, offering a new approach to high-end
wine auctions, by placing cordiality and sharing at
the very heart of the wine business.
Since then, Baghera /wines have become the #1 wine
auctioneer in Europe, offering amongst other rarities,
the “ Private cellar of Domaine Henri Jayer ” in June
2018, the world’s most important wine auction ever.
Alongside their auctions, the Baghera /wines team
guides collectors in every dimension of highlighting
a collection, focusing on tailor-made, one-to-one
professional advice, outstanding wine sourcing and
excellency.
In 2019 Baghera/wines opened their office in HongKong. In 2020, Baghera/wines settled at the Hotel
Beau-Rivage in Geneva, opening alonsgide its new
office, and private Club – 1865 by Baghera/wines,
which will duplicate in Nuits St Georges Burgundy
in 2023.

—
office@bagherawines.com
office + 41 22 910 46 30

—
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team

team

—

—

Michael Ganne

Julie Carpentier

chief executive officer

deputy ceo

—

—

Michael Ganne is originally from the Médoc

Julie Carpentier’s past is deeply rooted to

region near Bordeaux and naturally chose

the Loire valley. These regional origins may

to dedicate himself to the wine business.

very well have given her the desire to take the

Yet his unswerving taste for novelty spanned

plunge and work in wineries and vineyards. Yet

well beyond the great Bordeaux wines of his

it may simply have been the encounter with her

native land.

husband-to-be, an accomplished winemaker …

A graduate of the International Vine and Wine

In a former life, Julie studied Art and

Office with a Master of Wine Management,

Archaeology at the École du Louvre before

Michael has visited more than twenty-four

joining Christie’s Wine Department as Wine

countries and met with the most influential

Specialist, where she dedicated her expertise

people in the business.

to fine wines. Also a graduate from WSET,
Julie has shown a remarkable understanding of

A strong promoter of the great vintage bottles

native varietals together with an overall taste

he unearths, Michael auctioned some of the

for exceptional and unique crus.

most glamorous sales as Head of Continental
Europe for the Wine Department at Christie’s.

Thus, when Michael asked her to join him in the

Yet, relentlessly looking for new perspectives,

creation of Baghera /wines, she did not hesitate

Michael decides to found his own auction

to be part of the venture as Deputy Director,

house, Baghera / wines, in 2015.

heading the team. Having developped strong
ties with Domains, especially in Burgundy,

Since Baghera/wines’ creation, we owe Michael

Julie enjoys meeting vintners and people of the

the most impressive world records, including

vine, pursuing her defense for the recognition

the biggest wine auction ever : “ Henri Jayer,

and promotion of the art of winemaking.

The Heritage ” which he auctioned in June
2018, selling for CHF 34,5M.

—

—

mganne@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 858 87 88

jcarpentier@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 472 22 23
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team

team

team

c o n s u lta n t

team

c o n s u lta n t

—

—

—

—

—

—

Francesco Lee

Arthur Leclerc

Pablo Alvarez

Dominique Fornage

Olivia Bouët-Willaumez

Asta Ponzo

director asia

director singapore

director geneva

event consultant

art director

press & public relations

—

—

—

—

—

—

An early passionate, following his “ soul of

Arthur Leclerc, born in Geneva, comes from a

Pablo, originally from Spain, has always been

Dominique Fornage comes from Switzerland.

An artist’s daughter and grand-daughter, of

Born in Geneva, after studying law at the

wine ”, Francesco is a true enthusiast. Having

family of restaurateurs who passed on the taste

in close contact with the fine wine world as

At the age of 20, he discovered the world of

British and French origins, Olivia has always

University of Geneva, Asta Ponzo swiftly

travelled far and wide and tasted many

for cooking and sharing gourmet cuisine. An

his family runs one of the most prestigious

fine wines in which he showed immediate

been sensitive to the intricate geography of

branched off into the luxury goods industry.

legendary wines, he has shared his in-depth

insatiable epicurean, Arthur is fascinated with

wineries in Spain.

interest with the help of the best local experts

signs. Brought up in a multicultural artistic

A skilled linguist, she communicates with ease

knowledge with connoisseurs worldwide and

all things food and trained in the kitchens of a

who told him all you need to know about

environment on 2 languages, classical music,

with her network and clients in French, English,

collectors for many years.

gastronomic restaurant.

wine tasting.

jazz, PG Tips tea, ponies, cats&dogs and books,

Croatian, German, Italian and Spanish. With

she fell in love with Hitchcock’s œuvre at an

extensive technical experience in the Creation and

An Agricultural Engineer graduated from the
Madrid University, Pablo chose to follow his

Originally working as an equities research

Arthur then went on to study at the prestigious

passion for the wine industry and specialise in

In 1983 he opened the first vinothèque, in the

early age and decided to study Dramatic Art

Product Development department at Vacheron

analyst in a French investment bank, Francesco

École Hôtelière de Genève where he was

crop science with emphasis on viticulture and

Canton of Valais, Vinothèque Nobilis. Three

in the United Kingdom. She later pursued her

Constantin, a Richemont group company and

changed his career to the wine industry,

particularly captivated by event management

œnology.

years later he was launching the first Wine

acting training in Paris and Moscow and worked

the oldest watchmaking Manufacture in the

joining Christie’s as Senior Wine Specialist and

and œnology. He complemented his hospitality

Competition of the Valais canton, which is the

as an actress for the theater and cinema for

world, Asta Ponzo spent five years working

Associate VP in 2008, where he co-organized,

training with two in-house professional

With his technical and analytical mindset

only official contest today.

fifteen years.

with decision-makers in the watchmaking

amongst others, the Château Latour ex-cellar

experiences at the Ritz Hotel in Paris and at

combined with his passion for fine wines,

sale in 2011 in Hong-Kong.

the Salon International de la Haute Horlogerie

Pablo joined Baghera/wines in 2019 as Wine

Dominique Fornage has sat on a number of

Family heredity compellingly made its way back,

grounding in the field of fine watchmaking

in Geneva.

Specialist within the team.

national and international panels of judges.

as the atavic urge for drawing and all things

and her international network.

He also leads masterclasses on wine and wine

graphic sprung up again. Whether sketching

Catching up on their mutual passion for fine

industry, thus consolidating both her technical

wines, Michael and Francesco joined forces

Whilst pursuing his passion for the study of

At his early career stages, Pablo gained

tasting in several government schools. As an

portraits on paper tablecloths in restaurants

In 2003, her career path led her to the position of

to develop and strengthen Baghera /wines’

wines and spirits, Arthur met Michael and Julie

financial knowledge by working several years

expert, his preference goes to the finest regional

or in her countless notebooks at the terraces

Communication Manager for Vacheron Constantin

presence throughout Asia. A fervent amateur

during the inaugural Baghera/wines auction.

in Private Equity. But his always increasing

wines throughout the world, from the French

of literary cafes in Paris, the fascination for

a company of the Richemont Group working

of European culture and of exceptional

He joined the team as Sales & Events Officer

curiosity led Pablo to continue learning about

motherland to Argentina. Today his exclusive

signs on paper led Olivia to join some of the

on the Swiss market. As part of this role, she

French wines especially, Francesco loves

during the organization of the “Henri Jayer,

the wine business by studying at the WSET.

wine masterclasses are famous throughout the

largest publishing houses in Paris and French

brought innovative solutions to events, PR

bringing people and continents together over

The Heritage” auction in 2018.

Combined with his other passion fine dining,

whole of Europe.

press groups.

strategy, media buying and HNWI customer care.

the finest crus.

he has been travelling around the world

In 2012, after spending more than 14 years working

In the autumn of 2022, Arthur is strengthing

visiting some of the most prestigious wineries

Michael invited her to join Baghera/wines as

for prestigious watch and jewellery companies,

Baghera/wines' bonds with the Sinpaporean

and restaurants.

Art Director in 2015 and she has since signed

Asta founded her own communications consulting

Baghera’s graphic identity and catalogues.

firm : The Luxury PR.

wine community by opening a branch in the

—
flee@bagherawines.com
cell + 852 96 99 61 49
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city-state.

—

—

—

—

—

aleclerc@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 136 13 01

palvarez@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 78 775 26 09

dfornage@bagherawines.com

owillaumez@bagherawines.com
cell + 33 06 58 12 68

asta@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 961 85 66
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Gary Bovagne

Charlotte Jimenez

Florian Luthi

Kishan Siriwardena

Cédric Lefrançois

boutique manager

events coordinator

photography manager

chief financial officer

cellar manager

—

—

—

—

—

is

Charlotte, who is from the Périgord in the

Florian graduated from the Ecole Cantonale

Born in Geneva to a Sri Lankan wine enthusiast

Originally from the Ain region on the French-

indisputably passionate about gastronomy

Dordogne, has certainly succeeded in keeping

d'Arts de Lausanne (ECAL) in 2012, after

father and a Finnish mother passionate about

Swiss border, Cédric joined the Baghera/wines

and the fruit of the vine. After starting his

intact her passion for culture and history,

completing the Bachelor in Photography.

numbers, Kishan is the perfect image of these

team in autumn 2021. Trained in international

career in the restaurant business in England,

which early on inspired this epicurean, in love

Since then, he has been working as a freelance

two contrasting personalities. He discovered

logistics, Cédric has worked for more than 20

he was later able to follow his passion at Le

with the rich heritage of the South-West, be it

photographer for various reputable companies

and flourished in the world of gastronomy

years in and around Geneva.

Chat-Botté * 18/20 where, thanks to felicitous

gastronomic or viticultural!

and clients. After several years in Lausanne

and wine at the Hotel Management School

and several artistic residencies (Genoa,

in Geneva.

Originally

from

Burgundy,

Gar y

encounters, he joined the team of sommeliers at
the Michelin-starred restaurant.

For the past 15 years, Cédric has been in

After two years spent at the Faculty of Law

Barcelona), Florian seized the opportunity to

in Périgueux, Charlotte headed for Burgundy

do a Master’s degree in London at the famous

He then continued his studies, specialising

the centre of Geneva, where he supervised and

He advanced within the establishment and was

where she completed her Bachelor’s degree in

Royal College of Art in 2017. As he is fond of

in financial management at the Haute Ecole

developed the storage services and imparted to

appointed Head Sommelier of the restaurant.

Wine & Spirits at INSEEC in Beaune. Her

saying, he immersed himself in that vibrant

de Gestion in Geneva. Before joining the

the teams his knowledge and skills in national

After 14 years of working and learning, his

encounters with many local professionals

city for several years, before finally coming

Baghera team, Kishan held various positions

and international logistics.

daughter was born and he decided it was time

confirmed Charlotte’s desire to place her

back to Switzerland, more precisely to Geneva,

in the hotel world, notably in cost control in

to dedicate more time to his family.

passions – wine, marketing and events – at the

the city where he was born, but where he had

a Geneva palace. He was also in charge of the

Being in close contact with the finest bottles

heart of her future professional career.

never lived.

development of a financial plan for the opening

and the most discerning collectors throughout

of a boutique hotel in Sri Lanka.

his career, Cédric has put to good use his

Henceforth, it is with the Baghera/wines team,

charge of a professional fine wine warehouse in

as Manager of La Boutique by Baghera/wines,

Particularly attracted by the world of luxury

Florian continued his work as an artist in

that he opens a new chapter and, like the rest

and fine wines, Charlotte joined the Baghera/

parallel to his professional assignments where

It was at this point in his career that he met

from a vast experience in the great wines of

of the team, Gary will be keen to offer advice

wines team in January 2020. To reinforce

he frequently used the photographic medium

Michael and Arthur, who is also a former

the world.

and provide you with services to make your

her ‘wine & luxury’ specialisation, she began

and film in more experimental projects.

student of the Hotel School, and the whole

experience at Baghera/wines unique.

her Master at INSEEC CREA in Geneva in

12

interest in wines and spirits, and today benefits

Baghera/wines team, and was offered the

When Cédric joined the Baghera/wines

September 2021, while continuing her missions

Inspired by theatre, literature, black coffee

chance to combine his two passions, for wine

adventure in 2021, it was the culmination of

with Baghera/wines where she is in charge of

and wine, the encounter between Florian and

and numbers, in the role of CFO of Baghera/

a long professional relationship with Julie and

the operational preparation of auctions and the

Baghera/wines quickly turned into a fine

wines.

Michael, in the service of excellence and of

numerous events organised throughout the year.

and creative collaboration, combining many

wine, a passion that is undoubtedly at the very

common passions and inspirations.

heart of this insatiable epicurean.

—

—

—

—

—

gbovagne@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 942 60 17

charlotte@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 909 62 67

florian@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 78 858 45 89

kishan@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 792 01 02

cedric@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 159 51 22
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What we do …

“ Auctions ”

“ Events ”

“ Club ”

“ Boutique ”

“ Cellar ”

—

—

—

—

—

—

With numerous historical sales including to

Baghera /wines organises three types of auction :

Baghera/wines designs and organises several

In the heart of Geneva’s most beautiful

In the Summer 2020, the brand new Baghera /

Since the autumn of 2019, Baghera/wines has

date the world's most important wine auction

Live room auctions, “ Kipling ” auctions and

prestigious events throughout the year to

neighbourhood, a new club has been established

wines Boutique opened its doors in the heart of

been working with restaurateurs in Geneva, to

ever, Baghera/wines has become the #1 wine

“ Wine o’clocks ”. On average twice a year, a

celebrate the greatest wines. These events are

on the ground floor of the historic Beau-Rivage

the Hotel Beau-Rivage in Geneva. Much more

sublimate the finest Swiss gastronomic talent.

auctioneer, ahead of a number of historical

live room auction is held on the Beau-Rivage

usually held in Geneva or sometimes further

Hotel. A private, high-class setting with a

than a “ boutique ” in the commercial sense of the

houses. Transforming wine auctions by putting

Hotel premises, each a unique event telling the

afield, in Burgundy or elsewhere…

mellow and timeless atmosphere harbouring

term, the venue invites wine lovers to discover

The Cellar project offers to promising young

the know-how and the human being at the heart

story of a heritage – be it that of an illustrious

the greatest wines in the world. Reserved for a

not only exceptional vintages, but also more

chefs a fine wine list chosen with care

and restauring the prestige of wine auction was

domain, a rare collection or a legendary vintner.

“ Wine & Music ” evenings, thematic tastings

limited number of members, this club-lounge is

accessible and quite remarkable wines, a library

by the experts at Baghera / wines, which

Michael Ganne and Julie Carpentier's aspiration

A richly illustrated catalogue is published for the

in small groups to broaden one’s knowledge of

dedicated to culinary and œnological pleasures

made up of ancient oenological books and treaties

complements the restaurant’s original wine

when founding their Geneva-based auction

occasion to perfectly compliment and enhance

a domain, a vintage, an appellation (vertical,

in a warm and exclusive environment that

accessible to members of the Club only.

menu, while remaining consistent with the

house.

the bottles offered for sale.

horizontal, ...), Baghera/wines style Paulées

combines discretion, rarity and privilege.

(traditional Burgundy meals) and delightful

Located at number 2 rue Adhémar-Fabri, in

In addition to the organisation of auctions

“ Kipling ” auctions are these quarterly online

dinners presented in collaboration with

The Club is an opportunity for lovers of fine

Geneva and close to the prestigious hotel, Beau-

A genuine wine cellar on consignment, available

and exceptional tasting, the experienced team

sales, live-streamed from Club 1865 by Baghera/

Michelin-starred restaurants such as Maison

wines to meet and to share their impressions,

Rivage Genève, with which it maintains close

to our partner restaurants in Geneva, Cellar

working with Baghera/wines’ experts advises

wines, treasure-trove to veritable haute couture

Troisgros, are just some of the festive occasions

perhaps to exchange bottles and to savour wine

ties, the Boutique offers a unique approach.

offers wine enthusiasts the opportunity to

international collectors passionate about wine

collections. A dynamic alternative to physical live

that we have the pleasure to offer you.

in a relaxed atmosphere, a home from home.

The client is invited to journey to the heart of

taste rare vintages, sought-after appellations

through its private club and boutique dedicated

room auctions to which Baghera/wines continues

the terroirs, to share the most secret stories of

and bottles which are impossible to find on the

to fine wines, incorporated within the Beau-

to apply the principles that are the foundations

For these unique occasions, we put all our

Tailor-made themed events are organized

the most renowned winegrowers worldwide,

market, and all this at selling prices in line with

Rivage hotel, Geneva.

of its physical sales: irreproachable provenance,

experience at your service in selecting with

throughout the year for members who will

will be taken by the hand to live a human and

the market.

quality of expertise and exceptional lots.

care great wines of old, rare and sought-after

also appreciate the Michelin-starred cuisine of

sensory experience and reconnect with the land

vintages. Every moment is crafted to make your

Le Chat Botté restaurant and secure personal

and its noblest products.

“ Wine o’clocks ” are regular and fast online

experience special, your evening warm and

storage for their own personal collection.

auctions that take place every second Tuesday of

friendly.

This is how Michael Ganne and Julie Carpentier,

the month. They run on the principle of dial sales

Building on its success, the Club will be

the founders of Baghera/wines, first imagined

in which the price of lots drops in a limited time.

duplicated in Burgundy, in Nuits-Saint-Georges

this venue – a sojourn of pleasure that will

This is an opportunity for Internet users all over

precisely, and will open its doors in 2023.

allow them to keep in close contact with all of

the world to acquire great wines, in seconds, at

their customers throughout the year.

the right price and with a single click.

Open 10am to 7pm, Tuesday to Saturday.

Visit our website for the latest news
www.bagherawines.com
14

establishment’s cuisine.

Contact us for more details
office@bagherawines.com
|
cell + 41 22 910 46 30
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foreword

—

“ in the orb of night ”
by michael ganne

—
“One puts much more passion into obtaining what one does not have,
than into keeping what one has”.

From the world-acclaimed French terroirs, to Spain and Italy’s finest vineyards, from
revered Australian and Californian winemakers… this 192-lot selection represents in
itself the dreamed cellar, the ideal collection with wines from the most iconic producers
one can dream of. The perfect preservation of these 1500 bottles, magnums and larger
formats is itself evidence of the great care administered in the control of temperatures
and hygrometry ensuring ideal storage conditions for each bottle selected by Baghera/
wines’ expert team in this catalogue.

Stendhal

Passion can be expressed in a thousand different ways. Whatever the type of collection,
each object has a meaning… Pleasure or emotion, desire or inclination, whatever the
object of this desire, it has a singular and unique significance for each of us, because it
leads us on an intimate quest for enjoyment and sensual pleasure.
This expectation of fulfilment must undoubtedly echo in every epicurean who reads
these lines, resolute wine lovers and gourmets that we are, in the quest to find the right
vintage to be paired with the right dish for a perfect match and for a unique occasion.
For these exquisite wines will only express themselves once they have emerged from the
darkness of the cellar where they have been preserved and pampered… only then will
they offer themselves like a mortal creature to fulfil our expectations of fulfilment and
our desire for the absolute.

Conterno, Giacosa, Soldera, Quintarelli, Vega Sicilia, Ygay, Dominus, Harlan, Shafer,
Penfolds, Krug, Moët&Chandon, Clos Rougeard, Guigal, Chave, Rayas, Bizot, Engel,
Jayer, Liger-Belair, Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, Roumier, Rousseau, d’Auvenay,
Coche-Dury, Leroy, Lafite, Latour, Mouton, Margaux, Haut-Brion, Mission Haut-Brion,
Pétrus, Le Pin, Lafleur, Cheval Blanc, Ausone, d’Yquem, Macallan, Karuizawa, spanning
from 1895 to 2019… give the scope of this impressive heritage that we now give you
the opportunity to discover. Contemplate the magnificent landscape that stretches out
under the clear white moonlight; admire these exceptional bottles that we have carefully
selected, and which carry within them so many moments of eternity, reflections of the
hard work of the winegrowers who brought them into being; appreciate these viticultural
treasures that have patiently waited in these perfect cellars to be able to finally blossom
in the twilight of the day!
Michael Ganne

Socratic wisdom holds that “to live well, one must allow one’s passions all the growth
possible, instead of repressing them, and, when they have reached their full strength,
be capable of satisfying them by one’s courage and intelligence and of fulfilling all one’s
desires as they blossom.” Like the Platonic dialogue between Socrates and Callicles,
our sale-event on 27 November awaits you with a constellation of vintages to explore,
terroirs to delve into, winegrowers to discover, or rediscover, and viticultural journeys
to undertake, in keeping with the private collections that have shaped the catalogue for
this sale.
This especially unique selection of 1 500 bottles, diligently assembled by seasoned private
collectors is an impressive combination of fine and rare wines & spirits which embodies
the passion of this handful of exceptional wine enthusiasts for the greatest estates and
crus of the world.

16

And the whiteness became light, and in the azure
The brightness became crimson, and we saw it burst, bloom,
And swell into an inexpressible dawn
Which began to ascend in the high firmament
By degrees and without haste and formidably; [...]
And suddenly, like a spirit enters a house,
Appeared, over the fierce horizon,
A flame suffusing millions of leagues,
Monstrous glow of blue immensities,
Splendid in the depths of the suddenly lightened sky;
And the fearsome star said to man: ‘I am here!’
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moonlit

events

auction venue

—

—

Singapore

Beau-Rivage Genève

ma cuisine *

geneva , switzerland

—

—

On the occasion of the “Moonlight” sale, Arthur, director

Baghera / wines invites you to attend the “ Moonlight ” auction on

of Baghera/wines Singapore, welcomes you to Ma Cuisine*

the 27th of November 2022 within the historical and privileged

Singapore for an evening of anthology where an exceptional

setting of Hotel Beau-Rivage.

meal executed by starred chef Mathieu Escoffier will serve as a
backdrop for the tasting of a selection of rare bottles of Burgundy

AUTH E NTICIT Y AN D FAM E

wines.
Elegant and authentic, Beau-Rivage is an exceptional house,
COME AND FEEL THE ADRENALINE

with its incredible view on the iconic Jet d’Eau, the lake, the
Mont-Blanc, the snowy summits and the city. The list of

Specially chosen by Ma Cuisine* and Baghera/wines, a selection of

personalities who at some point have fallen under the spell of

bottles will be honoured during this evening which promises to

Beau-Rivage Genève is impressive, dizzying, staggering –

be memorable, with service orchestrated with a master’s hand by

Empress Sissi of Austria, Jean Cocteau, Eleanor Roosevelt, Romy

Anthony Charmetant, Ma Cuisine’s sommelier.

Schneider, Charlie Chaplin … A sophisticated setting for an
exceptional sale.

Come and feel the adrenalin of the auction during the Baghera/
wines auction and participate as if you were in Geneva, on the

—

shores of Lake Geneva, by bidding from the restaurant.

—

w w w . b e a u - r i va g e . c h
q ua i d u m o nt- b l a n c 13

1 2 0 1 g e n e va
ma cuisine* singapore

switzerland

8 c r ai g road
s i n g a p o r e 0 8 9 6 76
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lots 1 — 28
switzerland italy spain portugal america australia argentina

lot 1
Welcome to Switzerland…
All in very good condition – full description of this lot can be found on our website.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
14 Bottles and 12 Magnums per lot
chf 3'500 – 7'000 per lot

Fendant Président
Troillet 2017

Pinot Noir 2003

Merlot 2000

— Marie-Thérèse Chappaz

Grisons

Ticino

Valais

1 Magnum

6 Bottles

Pinot Noir 2017

Merlot Sassi Grossi 2000

Grisons

Ticino

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Chardonnay
Malans Unique 2013

Montagna Magica,
Merlot del Malcantone
2000

1 Magnum

Grain Ermitage
Président Troillet 2017

— Marie-Thérèse Chappaz
Valais
1 Magnum

Grain Noir 2017

— Weingut Gantenbein

— Weingut Donatsch

— Vinattieri

— Gialdi

— Marie-Thérèse Chappaz

Grisons

— D. Huber

Valais

Very slightly marked labels.

Ticino

1 Magnum

5 Bottles

Slightly marked label.

Grain Pinot
Champ Dury 2016

Pinot Noir
Malans Unique 2009

Valais

Grisons

Ticino

1 Magnum

3 Bottles

1 Magnum

Pinot Noir
Hallau Haalde 2019

Castello Luigi,
Rosso del Ticino,
Besazio 2009

Orrizonte 2000

— Marie-Thérèse Chappaz

— Weinbau Markus Ruch
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— Weingut Gantenbein

— Weingut Donatsch

Schaffhausen

— Zanini

75cl and not 150cl on the label.

Ticino

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

1 Magnum

Pio della Rocca 2005
— A. Kaufmann

— Christian Zundel
Ticino
1 Magnum

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 2
G. Conterno Monfortino
Vertical from 1958 to 2013
— G. Conterno
Barolo
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
15 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 19'000 – 38'000 per lot

Vintage 1958

Vintage 1985

Stained label.

Levels: one into neck and one top-shoulder.

Level mid/upper-shoulder.

2 Bottles

1 Bottle

Vintage 1961
Slightly stained label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1967
Level just below top-shoulder.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1971
Level top-shoulder.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1974
Stained Label.

Levels base of neck.
2 Bottles

Vintage 1990
Level into neck.
1 Magnum

Vintage 1995
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1997
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Level into neck.

Vintage 2006

1 Bottle

Levels into neck.

Vintage 1978
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Vintage 1988

2 Bottles

Very slightly stained label.

Vintage 2013

Level base of neck.

Level into neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 3
Gaja discovery
— A. Gaja
Barbaresco & Barolo
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
21 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 6'500 – 13'000 per lot

Barbaresco Costa Russi 1989

Barbaresco Sori Tildin 1989

Marked labels.

Marked and creased labels.

Levels at 0,8cms below base of corks.

Levels at 0,5cms below base of corks.

11080 bottles produced.

10680 bottles produced.

2 Bottles

2 Bottles

Barbaresco Costa Russi 1997

Barbaresco Sori Tildin 1990

Level at 1,4cms below base of capsule.

Slightly marked labels.

1 Bottle

Levels: one at 1,6cms and one at 2,8cms

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo 1989
Slightly marked labels.

below base of capsules.
2 Bottles

Levels at 1cms below base of capsules.

Barbaresco Sori Tildin 1997

11040 bottles produced.

Level at 2,2cms below base of capsule.

2 Bottles

1 Magnum

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo 1990

Barolo Sperss 1997

Very bin-soiled and slightly damaged label.

Marked label. Levels: four base of neck

Level at 1,7cms below base of capsule.

and one top-shoulder.

1 Bottle

5 Bottles

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo 1997

Barolo Conteisa 1997

Level at 2cms below base of capsule.

Levels into neck.

1 Bottle

5 Bottles
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 4
Collina Rionda from Bruno Giacosa
— B. Giacosa
Barolo
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot

Barolo Collina Rionda Riserva Speciale 1978
Level into neck.
Bottle N° 1565 of 6450 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Barolo Collina Rionda di Serralunga D’Alba Riserva 1982
Level base of neck.
Bottle N° 0032 of 5660 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Barolo Collina Rionda di Serralunga D’Alba Riserva 1989
Level base of neck.
Bottle N° 2286 of 2838 bottles produced.
1 Bottle
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 5
Barolo from Bruno Giacosa
— B. Giacosa
Barolo
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
9 Bottles per lot
chf 8'000 – 16'000 per lot

Barolo Villero Castiglione Falleto Riserva Speciale 1978
Levels base of neck.
Bottles N° 1039 and 1044 of 3060 bottles produced.
2 Bottles

Barolo Falleto di Serralunga Riserva 1986
Level base of neck.
Bottle N° 11907 of 12180 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Barolo Le Rocche del Falleto Riserva 2000
Levels into neck.
Bottles N° 3680, 3736 and 3889 of 10600 bottles produced.
3 Bottles

Barolo Le Rocche del Falleto Riserva 2004
Levels into neck.
Bottles N° 8924, 8926 and 8927 of 10500 bottles produced.
3 Bottles
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 6
Barbaresco from Bruno Giacosa
— B. Giacosa
Barbaresco
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
15 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 7'000 – 14'000 per lot

Barbaresco Gallina di Neive 1989

Asili di Barbaresco Riserva 2000

Levels into neck.

Marked label.

Bottles N° 07441 and 07472 of 11150 bottles produced.

Level into neck.

2 Bottles

Bottle N° 3513 of 9796 bottles produced.

Barbaresco Gallina di Neive 1990

1 Bottle

Levels base of neck.

Barbaresco Asili Riserva 2007

Bottles N° 10150, 10191 and 10225

Levels into neck.

of 16216 bottles produced.

10548 bottles produced.

3 Bottles

3 Bottles

Barbaresco Riserva (Neive) – Etichetta
Rossa 1990

Barbaresco Santo Stefano di Neive
Riserva 1989

Levels: one base of neck and one top-shoulder.

Slightly marked label.

2 Bottles

Level base of neck.

Barbaresco Rabaja 2004
Levels base of neck.
Bottles N° 2976 and 2993 of 7130 bottles produced.
2 Bottles

Barbaresco Asili Riserva 1996

Bottle N° 7296 of 8770 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Barbaresco Santo Stefano di Neive
Riserva 1990
Slightly marked label.
Level base of neck.

Very slightly nicked label.

Bottle N° 7520 of 12156 bottles produced.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

Magnum N° 0528 of 1520 magnums produced.
1 Magnum
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 7
Wines from Marchesi Antinori’s estate
— M. Antinori
Tuscany
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
13 Bottles and 2 Magnums per lot
chf 3'500 – 7'000 per lot

Tignanello 1982

Solaia 1997

Slightly depressed cork and slightly bin-soiled label.

Level base of neck.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Tignanello 1997
Levels top-shoulder.
2 Bottles

Solaia 1985
Level top-shoulder.
1 Bottle

Solaia 1988

Levels base of neck.
2 Bottles

Solaia 2010
Levels base of neck.
3 Bottles

Guado al Tasso 1990
Slightly marked labels.

Slightly marked label.

Levels base of neck.

Level base of neck.

2 Bottles

1 Bottle

Solaia 1997
Levels: one base of neck and one top-shoulder.
2 Magnums
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Solaia 2001

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 8
Brunello di Montalcino from Biondi Santi
— Biondi Santi
Brunello di Montalcino
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
6 Bottles per lot
chf 2'800 – 5'600 per lot

Tenuta Greppo, Annata 1978

Tenuta Greppo, Riserva 1971

Level upper-shoulder.

Level mid/upper-shoulder.

Bottle N° 05283.

Bottle N° 3955.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Tenuta Greppo, Riserva 1955

Tenuta Greppo, Riserva 1975

Scuffed label, good appearance.

Very slightly marked label.

Level upper-shoulder.

Level just below top-shoulder.

1 Bottle

Bottle N° 4468.

Tenuta Greppo, Riserva 1964

1 Bottle

Marked label.

Tenuta Greppo, Riserva 1982

Level just below top-shoulder.

Level top-shoulder.

Bottle N° 4938.

Bottle N° 1638.

Amber colour from the brown glass.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 9
Masseto 2012
— Tenuta Dell’Ornellaia
Bolgheri
Very good appearance and level.
Imperial N° 31 of 73 imperials produced.
Provenance: from a Swiss private collection nurtured in a professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Imperial per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 10
Ornellaia and Masseto selection
— Tenuta Dell’Ornellaia
Bolgheri
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot

Ornellaia 1995

Masseto 1995

Sligtly marked label.

Very slightly nicked label.

Level top-shoulder.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Ornellaia 1997

Masseto 1998

Levels into neck.

Level into neck.

2 Bottles

1 Bottle

Ornellaia 2010

Masseto 2006

Levels into neck.

Levels base of neck.

3 Bottles

2 Bottles

Masseto 2010
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Masseto 2016
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 11
Sassicaia 1985
— Tenuta San Guido
Bolgheri
Very good appearance.
Levels base of neck.
«Bindella» integrated distributor labels.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Magnums per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 12
Sassicaia vertical from 1979 to 2016
— Tenuta San Guido
Bolgheri
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 3'200 – 6'400 per lot

Vintage 1979

Vintage 2003

Levels base of neck.

Level base of neck.

«Rudolf Bindella» integrated distributor labels.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Vintage 1986
Marked label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1994
Level base of neck.

Vintage 2008
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2012
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

«Rudolf Bindella» integrated distributor label.

Vintage 2016

1 Bottle

Levels into neck.

Vintage 1995

3 Bottles

Level base of neck.
1 Bottle
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 13
Gianfranco Soldera Brunello from 1983 to 2001
— G. Soldera, Case Basse
Brunello di Montalcino
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
7 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 5'500 – 11'000 per lot

Brunello di Montalcino 1983
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Brunello di Montalcino 1990
Level top-shoulder.
1 Bottle

Brunello di Montalcino Riserva 1982
Slighty nicked label.
Level base of neck.
1 Magnum

Brunello di Montalcino Riserva 1999
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Brunello di Montalcino Riserva 2001
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Brunello di Montalcino Intistieti 1995
Slightly nicked labels.
Levels base of neck or better.
3 Bottles
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 14
Quintarelli and Dal Forno selection
— Quintarelli and Dal Forno
Valpolicella
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
18 Bottles and 1 Half-bottle per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot

Romano dal Forno,
Valpolicella Superiore,
Monte Lodoletta 2005

Quintarelli,
Valpolicella Classico
Superiore 2009

Quintarelli,
CF Alzero 1991

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Level top-shoulder.

Levels into neck.

Levels into neck.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

3 Bottles

Romano dal Forno,
Valpolicella Superiore,
Monte Lodoletta 2013

Quintarelli,
Amarone Classico
Superiore 1993

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Levels into neck.

Level at 2,4cms below

3 Bottles

base of capsule.

Romano dal Forno,
Amarone,
Monte Lodoletta 1995

1 Bottle

Very good appearance.

Quintarelli,
Amarone Classico
Superiore Riserva 1980

Level into neck.

Very good appearance.

1 Bottle

Level at 2,2cms below of capsule.

Romano dal Forno,
Amarone,
Monte Lodoletta 1997

Quintarelli,
CF Alzero 2001
Very good appearance.
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Quintarelli,
Bianco Amabile
del Cerè di Negrar 1983
Very slightly marked label.
Level at 1,3cms below
base of capsule.
1 Half-bottle

1 Bottle

Quintarelli,
CF Alzero 1990

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Levels into neck.

Level into neck.

3 Bottles

1 Bottle
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Very good appearance.

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 15
Priorat classics
— Clos i Terrasses, A. Palacios & Terroir al Límit
Priorat
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
15 Bottles and 2 Magnums per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot

Clos Erasmus 1994

L’Ermita 1994

Levels: one base of neck and one top-shoulder.

Slightly marked label.

2 Bottles

Level base of neck.

— Clos i Terrasses

Clos Erasmus 1998
— Clos i Terrasses

1 Bottle

L’Ermita 1998

Level into neck.

— A. Palacios

1 Magnum

Slightly marked labels.

Clos Erasmus 2001
— Clos i Terrasses
Levels base of neck.
2 Bottles

Clos Erasmus 2003
— Clos i Terrasses
Level into neck.
1 Magnum

Clos Erasmus 2005

Levels into neck.
2 Bottles

Arbossar 2016

— Terroir al Límit
Perfect levels.
2386 bottles produced.
3 Bottles

Les Tosses 2015

— Terroir al Límit
Perfect levels.

— Clos i Terrasses

4664 bottles produced.

Level into neck.

2 Bottles

1 Bottle

Clos Erasmus 2013
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— A. Palacios

Les Manyes 2015

— Terroir al Límit

— Clos i Terrasses

Perfect level.

Level into neck.

2468 bottles produced.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 16
The complete magnum collection
of Vega Sicilia «Unico»
— Vega Sicilia
Ribera del Duero
All in very good condition – full description of this lot can be found on our website.
All magnums were checked by Vega Sicilia's own staff at the estate in 2020, except the 1982 vintage.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
36 Magnums per lot
chf 40'000 – 80'000 per lot

Unico 1960

Unico 1976

Unico 1989

Unico 2002

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Unico 1962

Unico 1979

Unico 1990

Unico 2003

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Unico 1965

Unico 1980

Unico 1991

Unico 2004

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Unico 1968

Unico 1981

Unico 1994

Unico 2005

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Unico 1970

Unico 1982

Unico 1995

Unico 2006

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Unico 1972

Unico 1983

Unico 1996

Unico 2007

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Unico 1973

Unico 1985

Unico 1998

Unico 2008

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Unico 1974

Unico 1986

Unico 1999

Unico 2009

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Unico 1975

Unico 1987

Unico 2000

Unico 2010

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 17
Vega Sicilia from 1962 to 2010
— Vega Sicilia
Ribera del Duero
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
26 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 15'000 – 30'000 per lot

Unico 1962

Unico 1970

Unico 2006

Marked labels.

Slightly marked labels.

Levels into neck.

Levels into neck.

Levels top-shoulder or better.

2 Bottles

2 Bottles

5 Bottles

Unico 1964

Unico 1980

Very slightly marked labels.

Very slightly stained label.

Unico,
Reserva Especial,
Venta 2008 (90/91/96)

Levels: one base of neck

Level into neck.

Levels into neck.

and one top-shoulder.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Unico 1981

Unico,
Reserva Especial,
Venta 2010 (91/94/95)

2 Bottles

Unico 1965
Bin-soiled labels.
Levels into neck.
3 Bottles

Unico 1967
Bin-soiled label.

Level top-shoulder.
1 Bottle

Unico 1987

2 Bottles

Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Level base of neck.

Unico 1994

1 Bottle

Levels into neck.

Unico 1968

Levels into neck.

3 Bottles

Chipped capsule revealing signs

Unico 2000

of old and recent seepage.

Level into neck.

Very good appearance.

1 Bottle

Level top-shoulder.
1 Magnum
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 18
Pingus from 1997 to 2006
— Dominio de Pingus
Ribera del Duero
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
7 Bottles per lot
chf 3'000 – 6'000 per lot

Vintage 1997
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1999
Marked label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2004
Marked label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2005
Levels base of neck or better.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2006
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 19
Castillo Ygay from 1925 to 2001
— Marques de Murrieta
Rioja
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
18 Bottles per lot
chf 7'000 – 14'000 per lot

Castillo Ygay Blanco
Gran Reserva Especial 1932

Castillo Ygay Gran Reserva 1964

Very slightly marked and nicked label.

Levels: two top-shoulder and one upper-shoulder.

Level mid/upper-shoulder.

3 Bottles

1 Bottle

Castillo Ygay Blanco
Gran Reserva Especial 1940

Slightly corroded capsules.

Castillo Ygay Reserva Especial 1925
One slightly corroded capsule.
One very good appearance,

Slightly depressed cork.

one stained and slightly nicked label.

Very slightly marked label.

Levels: one top-shoulder and one upper-shoulder.

Level upper-shoulder.

2 Bottles

1 Bottle

Castillo Ygay Blanco
Gran Reserva Especial 1946
Marked and torn label.

Castillo Ygay Reserva Especial 1934
Levels base of neck.
2 Bottles

Level mid/upper-shoulder.

Castillo Ygay Reserva Especial 1942

1 Bottle

Slightly corroded capsules.

Castillo Ygay Blanco
Gran Reserva Especial 1986
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Castillo Ygay Reserva 1994
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Levels: one base of neck and one top-shoulder.
2 Bottles

Castillo Ygay
Gran Reserva Especial 1968
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Castillo Ygay
Gran Reserva Especial 2001
Levels into neck.
3 Bottles
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 20
Quinta do Noval from 1920 to 1997
— Quinta do Noval
Douro
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
5 Bottles per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Quinta do Noval, Da Silva (Personal Reserve Antonio José) 1920
Mövenpick import integrated back label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Quinta do Noval, Da Silva (Personal Reserve Antonio José) 1931
Mövenpick import integrated back label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Quinta do Noval Nacional 1963
Signs of old and recent seepage.
Stained capsule. Slightly scuffed label.
Level top-shoulder.
1 Bottle

Quinta do Noval Nacional 1994
Slightly marked and slightly stained label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Quinta do Noval Nacional 1997
Slightly scuffed label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 21
Dominus from 1990 to 2015
— Dominus Estate
Napa Valley
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
17 Bottles and 1 Imperial per lot
chf 7'000 – 14'000 per lot

Vintage 1990

Vintage 2003

Levels base of neck.

Level base of neck.

2 Bottles

1 Bottle

Vintage 1991

Vintage 2006

One slightly depressed cork.

Level into neck.

Levels into neck.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Vintage 1994
Level into neck.
1 Imperial

Vintage 1994
Levels into neck.
2 Bottles

Vintage 1996
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1997
Level into neck.

Vintage 2007
Levels base of neck.
2 Bottles

Vintage 2009
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2012
Levels into neck.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2015
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

1 Bottle
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 22
Harlan from 1991 to 2013
— Harlan Estate
Napa Valley
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot

Vintage 1991
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1994
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2001
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2013
Level into neck.
1 Bottle
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 23
Screaming Eagle from 2010 and 2015
— Screaming Eagle
Napa Valley
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 8'000 – 16'000 per lot

Screaming Eagle, Cabernet Sauvignon 2010
Levels base of neck or better.
2 Bottles

Screaming Eagle, Cabernet Sauvignon 2015
Levels base of neck or better.
2 Bottles
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 24
Hillside Select Cabernet Sauvignon
from 1994 to 2012
— Shafer Vineyard
Napa Valley
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
11 Bottles per lot
chf 3'500 – 7'000 per lot

Vintage 1994
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1997
Levels into neck.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2007
Levels into neck.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2010
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2012
Levels into neck.
3 Bottles
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 25
Sine Qua Non selection from 1999 to 2016
— Sine Qua Non
California & Central coast
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
10 Bottles and 2 Half-bottles per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot

Sine Qua Non
Vin de Paille Mr K 1999

Sine Qua Non
Syrah Atlantis Fe 203 1C 2005

California

California

Levels into neck.

Level into neck.

2 Half-bottles

1 Bottle

Sine Qua Non
Pinot Noir Nr 6 2001

Sine Qua Non
Syrah Trouver L’Arène 2015

California

California

Level into neck.

Level into neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Sine Qua Non
Pinot Noir Hollerin M 2002

Krankl, Next of Kyn,
Cumulus Vineyard N° 10 2016

California

Central coast

Level into neck.

Levels into neck.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Sine Qua Non
Syrah Papa 2003
California

Krankl, Next of Kyn,
Cumulus Vineyard N° Dois
(Touriga Nacional) 2016

Levels into neck.

Central coast

2 Bottles

Level into neck.

Sine Qua Non
Syrah Poker Face 2004
California
Level into neck.
1 Bottle
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1 Bottle

lot 26
Astralis vertical from 1994 to 2010
— Clarendon Hills
McLaren Vale
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
17 Bottles per lot
chf 3'000 – 6'000 per lot
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Vintage 1994

Vintage 2001

Level base of neck.

Levels base of neck or better.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Vintage 1995

Vintage 2002

Level base of neck.

Levels base of neck or better.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Vintage 1996

Vintage 2004

Levels base of neck or better.

Levels base of neck or better.

2 Bottles

2 Bottles

Vintage 1997

Vintage 2005

Level base of neck.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1998

Vintage 2010

Level base of neck.

Levels base of neck or better.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 27
Grange Bin 95 from 1976 to 2008
— Penfolds
South Autralia
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
16 Bottles per lot
chf 7'000 – 14'000 per lot

Vintage 1976
Bin-soiled label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1986
Levels base of neck.
3 Bottles

Vintage 1983
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1988
Bin-soiled and torn label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1990
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1998
Levels into neck.
6 Bottles

Vintage 2008
Levels into neck.
3 Bottles
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lot 28
Two Legends from 1974 and 1977
— Heitz Cellar & Weinert
Napa Valley & Lujan de Cuyo
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 3'500 – 7'000 per lot

Heitz Cellar,
Martha’s Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 1974
— Heitz Cellar
Napa Valley
Level base of neck.
Bottle N° 49835 of 52125 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Bodega Y Cava de Weinert,
Malbec Estrella 1977
— Weinert

Lujan de Cuyo
Levels base of neck.
Bottled in December 1997
3 Bottles
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lots 29 — 189
champagne loire rhône languedoc burgundy bordeaux

lot 29
Clos du Mesnil 1979 and 2002
— Krug
Champagne
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 4'500 – 9'000 per lot

Clos du Mesnil Blanc de Blancs Brut 1979
Slightly chipped foil.
Very good level.
Bottle N° 10412 of 15512 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Clos du Mesnil Blanc de Blancs Brut 2002
Perfect level.
Bottle N° 00861.
1 Bottle
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lot 30
Clos d’Ambonnay 1995 and 1996
— Krug
Champagne
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 6'000 – 12'000 per lot

Clos d’Ambonnay Blanc de Noirs Brut 1995
Perfect levels.
Bottles N° 742 and 743.
2 Bottles

Clos d’Ambonnay Blanc de Noirs Brut 1996
Perfect level.
Bottle N° 1294.
1 Bottle
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lot 31
Salon from 1982 to 1999
— Salon
Champagne
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
6 Bottles per lot
chf 7'000 – 14'000 per lot

Cuvée S, Le Mesnil Blanc de Blancs Brut 1982
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Cuvée S, Le Mesnil Blanc de Blancs Brut 1985
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Cuvée S, Le Mesnil Blanc de Blancs Brut 1990
Perfect levels.
2 Bottles

Cuvée S, Le Mesnil Blanc de Blancs Brut 1996
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Cuvée S, Le Mesnil Blanc de Blancs Brut 1999
Perfect level.
1 Bottle
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lot 32
Cristal from 1989 to 2008
— L. Roederer
Champagne
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
8 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot

Cristal Brut 1989
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Cristal Brut 1990
Perfect levels.
2 Bottles

Cristal Brut 1999
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Cristal Brut 2000
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Cristal Brut 2004
Perfect levels.
2 Bottles

Cristal Brut Rosé 2002
Perfect level.
1 Magnum

Cristal Brut Rosé 2008
Perfect level.
1 Bottle
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lot 33
Dom Pérignon from 1969 to 2002
— Moët & Chandon
Champagne
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
10 Bottles per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot

Dom Pérignon 1969

Dom Pérignon Rosé 1990

Slightly damaged label.

Very good appearance and level.

Level at 2,2cms below base of foil.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Dom Pérignon 1976

Dom Pérignon Rosé 1996
«Balester Hermanos Inc. San Juan» import back label.

Slightly damaged label.

Perfect level.

Level at 2,2cms below base of foil.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Dom Pérignon 1995

Dom Pérignon Œnothèque 1988
Disgorged 2002.

Perfect level.

Perfect level.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Dom Pérignon 1996

Dom Pérignon P2 2002

Very slightly nicked label.

Perfect level.

Perfect level.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Dom Pérignon 2002
Perfect level.
2 Bottles
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lot 34
Champagne from 1990
— Various producers
Champagne
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
5 Bottles per lot
chf 3'000 – 6'000 per lot

«Vieilles Vignes Françaises» Blanc de Noirs 1990
— Bollinger
Perfect level.
Bottle N° 995.
1 Bottle

RD Extra Brut 1990
— Bollinger
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Vintage Brut 1990
— Krug

Slightly creased foil.
Slightly nicked label.
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Dom Pérignon 1990
— Moët & Chandon
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Cristal Brut 1990
— Louis Roederer

«Heicky Drink AG Reinach BL» integrated import label.
Perfect level.
1 Bottle
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lot 35
Clos Rougeard selection from 1995 to 2013
— Clos Rougeard
Loire, Saumur
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
21 Bottles per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Brézé 2005

Le Bourg 1995

Perfect levels

Damp-stained and and slightly torn labels.

3 Bottles

Perfect levels.

Brézé 2010

4 Bottles

Perfect level

Le Bourg 1996

1 Bottle

Faded labels.

Le Clos 2010
Perfect levels
2 Bottles

Les Poyeux 1996
Perfect level
1 Bottle

Les Poyeux 2005
Perfect levels
2 Bottles

Levels: one at 2cms and two at 2,5cms
below base of capsules.
3 Bottles

Le Bourg 2005
Perfect levels
2 Bottles

Le Bourg 2009
Perfect levels
2 Bottles

Le Bourg 2010
Perfect level
1 Bottle
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 36
2016 from Clos Rougeard
— Clos Rougeard
Loire, Saumur
Very good appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
24 Bottles per lot
chf 6'000 – 12'000 per lot

Le Clos 2016
6 Bottles

Les Poyeux 2016
6 Bottles

Le Bourg 2016
6 Bottles

Brézé 2016
6 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 37
Clos la Néore 2018
— E. et A. Vatan
Loire, Sancerre
Very good appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
6 Magnums per lot
chf 3'500 – 7'000 per lot
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lot 38
E. Guigal La Landonne
Vertical from 1978 to 2005
— E. Guigal
Rhône, Côte-Rôtie
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
11 Bottles per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Vintage 1978

Vintage 1991

Nicked and stained label.

Perfect level.

Vintage slip slightly damaged.

1 Bottle

Level at 1,7cms below base of cork.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1985
Stained on the top right and slightly marked label.
Level at 1,6cms below base of cork.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1987
Very slightly marked label.

Very slightly marked labels.
Perfect levels.
2 Bottles

Vintage 1999
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Good appearance.

Vintage 2003

Level at 1,8cms below base of cork.

Very slightly nicked label.

1 Bottle

Perfect level.

Vintage 1988

1 Bottle

Very slightly marked label.

Vintage 2005

Perfect level.

Slightly marked label.

1 Bottle

Perfect level.

Vintage 1990
Perfect level.
1 Bottle
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Vintage 1998

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

1 Bottle

lot 39
E. Guigal La Mouline
Vertical from 1978 to 2005
— E. Guigal
Rhône, Côte-Rôtie
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot

Vintage 1978

Vintage 1990

Reconditionned at the domaine.

Slightly depressed cork.

Damp-stained and very slightly torn label.

Damaged capsule on the top.

Perfect level.

Level at 4,8cms below base of cork.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1985

Vintage 1994

Very good appearance.

Slightly depressed cork

One slightly nicked label.

with slight signs of old seepage.

Levels: one at 1cms and one at 1,4cms

Perfect level.

below base of capsules.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Vintage 1988

Vintage 1998
Very slightly depressed cork.

Levels at 0,6cms below base of capsules.

Perfect level.

2 Bottles

1 Bottle

Vintage 1989

Vintage 1999

Slightly corroded capsule.

Perfect level.

Slightly bin-soiled and stained label.

1 Bottle

Level at 2cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2003
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2005
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

10 0
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lot 40
E. Guigal La Turque
Vertical from 1985 to 2005
— E. Guigal
Rhône, Côte-Rôtie
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
11 Bottles per lot
chf 6'000 – 12'000 per lot

Vintage 1985

Vintage 1995

Very slightly nicked label.

Perfect level.

Very good appearance.

1 Bottle

Level at 0,8cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1988
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1991
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1994
Very slightly depressed cork.
Slightly marked with one stained point on the label.

Vintage 1998
One very sligtly marked label.
Perfect levels.
2 Bottles

Vintage 1999
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2003
Perfect levels.
2 Bottles

Perfect level.

Vintage 2005

1 Bottle

Perfect level.
1 Bottle
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lot 41
Chave’s red Hermitage
from 1978 to 2003
— JL Chave
Rhône, Hermitage
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Vintage 1978

Vintage 1994

Very good appearance.

Perfect level.

Level at 1,4cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1988
Slightly marked label.
Level at 3,4cms below base of capsules.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1989
Slightly marked label.

Vintage 1995
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1999
Perfect levels.
2 Bottles

Level at 1,5cms below base of capsules.

Vintage 2003

1 Bottle

One very slightly marked label.

Vintage 1990

Perfect levels.
2 Bottles

Very good appearance.
Levels at 2,2cms or better below base of capsules.
3 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 42
Chave’s red Hermitage 1990
— JL Chave
Rhône, Hermitage
Very damp-stained label.
Vintage illegible on slip label.
Cut capsule.
Perfect level.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 2'200 – 4'400 per lot

10 6

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 43
Chave’s Ermitage Cuvée Cathelin
from 1990 to 2009
— JL Chave
Rhône
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
7 Bottles per lot
chf 40'000 – 80'000 per lot

Vintage 1990

Vintage 2000

Bottle N° 000023.

Bottle N°1399 of 2450 bottles produced.

Very slightly chipped capsule.

Very slightly marked label.

Slightly marked and slightly scuffed label.

Perfect level.

Level at 2cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1991

Bottle N°1426 of 2910 bottles produced.

Bottle N° 01563.

Perfect level.

Very slightly marked label.

1 Bottle

Level at 1,5cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1995
Bottle N°1904 of 3000 bottles produced.
Very slightly nicked label.
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1998
Bottle N° 1872 of 2500 bottles produced.
Slightly marked label.
Perfect level.
1 Bottle
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Vintage 2003

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Vintage 2009
Bottle N°1334 of 2300 bottles produced.
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

lot 44
Jaboulet’s Hermitage La Chapelle
from 1961 to 1990
— P Jaboulet Aîné
Rhône, Hermitage
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
5 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 18'000 – 36'000 per lot

Vintage 1961
Recent release from the domaine.
Very good appearance.
Reconditionned at the domaine.
Level at 2,3cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1978
Very good appearance.
Level at 1,7cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1990
Very slightly depressed cork.
Very good appearance.
Level at 1,6cms below base of cork.
1 Magnum

Vintage 1990
Levels at 1,5cms below base of caspules.
3 Bottles
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lot 45
Beaucastel’s Hommage à Jacques Perrin
from 1989 to 2010
— Château de Beaucastel
Rhône, Châteauneuf-du-Pape
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
14 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 7'000 – 14'000 per lot

Vintage 1989

Vintage 1999

Slightly marked labels.

Level at 1,8cms below base of capsule.

Levels: one at 1,7cms and two at 2,5cms

1 Bottle

below base of capsules.
3 Bottles

Vintage 1990
One very slightly raised cork.

Vintage 2000
Level at 1,5cms or better below base of capsules.
1 Magnum

Levels: one at 1,8cms and one at 2,2cms

Vintage 2001

below base of capsules.

Levels at 0,5cms below base of capsules.

2 Bottles

3 Bottles

Vintage 1995

Vintage 2010

Two slightly stained and one stained labels.

Level at 1,5cms below base of capsule.

Levels at 1,3cms or better below base of capsules.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Vintage 1998
Slightly depressed cork.
Level at 2cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle
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lot 46
Bonneau wines from 1986 to 2000
— H. Bonneau
Rhône, Châteauneuf-du-Pape
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
15 Bottles per lot
chf 12'000 – 24'000 per lot

Cuvée Spéciale 1990

Réserve des Célestins 1990

Slightly depressed cork.

Slightly depressed corks.

Marked label.

Slightly marked labels.

Level at 2cms below base of capsule.

Levels at 2,8cms below base of capsules.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Réserve des Célestins 1986

Réserve des Célestins 1995

Very good appareance.

Very good appearance.

Cut Châteauneuf-du-Pape neutral capsule.

Level at 1,4cms below base of capsule.

Level at 1,4cms below base of capsule.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Réserve des Célestins 1988

Réserve des Célestins 1998
One cut capsule (Mise en Bouteille à la propriete 1998).

Very good appareance.

Two neutral capsules and one CNDP capsule.

Cut neutral capsule (Mis en bouteille à la propriete).

Two very good appearance and one damp stained label.

Level at 1,8cms below base of capsule.

Levels at 1cms below base of capsules.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Réserve des Célestins 1989

Réserve des Célestins 2000

One cut (Grands vin de France) capsule

Perfect levels.

(Mise en Bouteille a la propriete 1989).

2 Bottles

Slightly stained labels.
Levels at 0,5cms below base of capsules.

Cuvée Marie Beurrier 2000

2 Bottles

One very slightly marked label.
Levels at 0,5cms below base of capsule.
2 Bottles
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lot 47
Domaine Pégau’s Châteauneuf-du-Pape
— Domaine Pégau
Rhône, Châteauneuf-du-Pape
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 3'000 – 6'000 per lot

Cuvée Laurence 1990

Cuvée da Capo 1998

Very slightly marked label.

Perfect level.

Perfect level.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Cuvée Laurence 1995
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Cuvée da Capo 2000
Slightly raised cork.

Two very slightly depressed cork.

Slightly scuffed label.

Perfect levels.

Perfect level.

3 Bottles

1 Bottle

Cuvée Laurence 1998

Cuvée da Capo 2003

One very slightly marked label

One Marianne capsule for the French market

and one very slightly scuffed label.

– one export capsule.

Perfect levels.

Perfect levels.

2 Bottles

2 Bottles

Cuvée Laurence 2001

Cuvée da Capo 2007

Perfect level.

Perfect level.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 48
Red Rayas vertical from 1994 to 2009
— Château Rayas
Rhône, Châteauneuf-du-Pape
All in good condition – full description of this lot can be found on our website.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
16 Bottles per lot
chf 18'000 – 36'000 per lot
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Vintage 1994

Vintage 2002

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1995

Vintage 2003

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1996

Vintage 2004

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1997

Vintage 2005

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1998

Vintage 2006

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1999

Vintage 2007

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 2000

Vintage 2008

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 2001

Vintage 2009

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com
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lot 49
White & red Rayas from 1990 to 2007
— Château Rayas
Rhône, Châteauneuf-du-Pape
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
9 Bottles per lot
chf 14'000 – 28'000 per lot

White Rayas 1996

Red Rayas 1995

Good colour.

Marked labels.

Level at 1,5cms below base of capsule.

Levels at 1,5cms or better below base of corks.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Red Rayas 1990

Red Rayas 1998

Marked labels.

Slightly marked label.

One vintage slip stained.

Level at 2cms below base of capsule.

Levels at 2,8cms below base of corks.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Red Rayas 1994

Red Rayas 2007
Very good appearance.

Slightly marked label.

Level at 1,4cms below base of capsule.

Level at 3,8cms below base of cork.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

12 0
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lot 50
La Grange des Pères, red
Vertical from 2001 to 2005
— La Grange des Pères
Languedoc
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
8 Bottles per lot
chf 2'800 – 5'600 per lot

Vintage 2001
Perfect levels.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2003
Perfect levels.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2005
One slightly stained label.
Perfect levels.
2 Bottles
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lot 51
Highlights from Château de la Négly
— Château de la Négly
Languedoc
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
14 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 1'600 – 3'200 per lot

La Porte du Ciel 2000

Clos des Truffiers 2005

Slightly torn labels.

Perfect level.

Perfect levels.

3180 bottles produced.

US import back labels.

1 Magnum

4000 bottles produced.
3 Bottles

Clos des Truffiers 2000
Perfect levels.
US import back labels.

Clos des Truffiers 2005
Perfect level.
3180 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

4000 bottles produced.

Clos des Truffiers 2006

3 Bottles

Perfect levels.

Clos des Truffiers 2001
Perfect level.

3180 bottles produced.
2 Bottles

US import back label.

Clos des Truffiers 2010

3300 bottles produced.

Perfect level.

1 Bottle

3340 bottles produced.

Clos des Truffiers 2004

1 Bottle

Perfect level.

Clos des Truffiers 2016

3510 bottles produced.

Perfect levels.

1 Bottle

3400 bottles produced.
2 Bottles
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lot 52
La Romanée 1906
— Bouchard Père & Fils
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Recorked in 2020 by Bouchard Père & Fils.
New wax capsule and new label especially designed for the ‘La Romanée Memories’ April 2021 auction.
Perfect condition.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty paid at the Geneva FreePorts
1 Bottle per lot
chf 25'000 – 50'000 per lot
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lot 53
La Romanée 1980
— Bouchard Père & Fils
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Recorked in 2020 by Bouchard Père & Fils.
New wax capsule and new label especially designed for the ‘La Romanée Memories’ April 2021 auction.
Perfect condition.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
In Bond at the Geneva FreePorts
1 Bottle per lot
chf 950 – 1'900 per lot
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lot 54
Vosne-Romanée 2018
— Domaine Arnoux-Lachaux
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appeance and levels.
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 2'000 – 4'000 per lot
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lot 55
Vosne-Romanée Les Chaumes 2018 and 2019
— Domaine Arnoux-Lachaux
1er Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
6 Bottles per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot

Vintage 2018
3 Bottles

Vintage 2019
3 Bottles
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lot 56
Marsannay, Clos du Roy 2009
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
All in good condition unless mentioned otherwise.
Two slighlty nicked, one very slightly marked and four slightly marked back labels.
Perfect levels.
504 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
5 Bottles per lot
chf 12'000 – 24'000 per lot
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lot 57
Bourgogne, Le Chapitre 2007
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
All in good condition unless mentioned otherwise.
Slightly marked back labels.
Levels at 1,3cms below base of capsules.
582 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 4'500 – 9'000 per lot
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lot 58
Bourgogne, Le Chapitre 2013
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
All in good condition unless mentioned otherwise.
Slightly marked back labels.
Levels at 1,5cms below base of capsules.
890 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot
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lot 59
Bourgogne,
Le Chapitre 2009 and 2010
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
All in good condition unless mentioned otherwise.
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot

Vintage 2009
Perfect levels.
1459 bottles produced.
2 Bottles

Vintage 2010
Perfect levels.
725 bottles produced.
2 Bottles
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lot 60
Bourgogne, Les Violettes 2008
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and level.
562 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 1'500 – 3'000 per lot

14 2
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lot 61
Vosne-Romanée 2008
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
1148 bottles produced
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 4'500 – 9'000 per lot
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lot 62
Vosne-Romanée 2009
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
All in good condition unless mentioned otherwise.
Slightly marked labels, one of which is slightly nicked.
Marked back labels.
Perfect levels.
1746 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
6 Bottles per lot
chf 12'000 – 24'000 per lot
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lot 63
Vosne-Romanée 2009 and 2015
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot

Vintage 2009
Slightly marked label and back label.
1746 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2015
Excellent appearance and levels.
2648 bottles produced.
1 Bottle
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lot 64
Vosne-Romanée Vieilles Vignes
from 2007 to 2009
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 9'500 – 19'000 per lot

Vintage 2007
Very good appearance and level.
1451 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2008
Very good appearance and level.
1331 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2009
Slightly marked and torn label.
Pefect level.
1158 bottles produced.
1 Bottle
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lot 65
Vosne-Romanée Vieilles Vignes 2007
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Good appearance.
One slightly nicked label and one slightly marked back label.
1451 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 66
Vosne-Romanée Vieilles Vignes 2008
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Very good appearance and levels.
1131 bottles produced.
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot
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lot 67
Vosne-Romanée Vieilles Vignes 2008
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Very good appearance and levels.
Slightly marked back labels.
1131 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 68
Vosne-Romanée Vieilles Vignes 2009
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Good appearance.
One very slightly nicked label and very slightly marked back labels.
1158 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 69
An array of Jean-Yves Bizot’s wines
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 8'000 – 16'000 per lot

Vosne-Romanée, Les Jachées 2004
Very good appearance and level.
1 Bottle

Vosne-Romanée Vieilles Vignes 2007
Very good appearance and level.
1451 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Bourgogne, Le Chapitre 2009
Very good appearance and level.
1459 bottles produced.
1 Bottle
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lot 70
Vosne-Romanée,
Les Jachées from 2004 to 2010
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 15'000 – 30'000 per lot

Vintage 2004
Very good appearance and level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2005
Good appearance and level.
Very slightly marked label.
2000 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2008
Very good appearance and level.
1094 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2010
Very good appearance and level.
540 bottles produced.
1 Bottle
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lot 71
Vosne-Romanée,
Les Jachées from 2006 to 2008
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 8'500 – 17'000 per lot

Vintage 2006
Marked label and back label.
Perfect level.
1408 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2007
Good appearance and level.
Slightly marked back label.
944 bottles produced.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2008
Good appearance and level.
Torn and slightly marked back label.
1094 bottles produced.
1 Bottle
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lot 72
Vosne-Romanée, Les Jachées 2009
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Good appearance and levels.
One very slightly marked label and marked back labels.
1377 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot
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lot 73
Vosne-Romanée, Les Réas 2007
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Good appearance and levels.
One very slightly nicked label and slightly marked back labels.
297 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 8'000 – 16'000 per lot
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lot 74
Vosne-Romanée, Les Réas 2009
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Good appearance and levels.
One creased and marked label, marked back labels.
372 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 14'000 – 28'000 per lot
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lot 75
Jean-Yves Bizot 2014
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 4'800 – 9'600 per lot

Vosne-Romanée, Les Réas 2014
546 bottles produced.
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Bottle

Vosne-Romanée 2014
2563 bottles produced.
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Bottle
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lot 76
Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru 2007
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
1er Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Very good appearance and levels.
290 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 5'500 – 11'000 per lot
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lot 77
Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru,
Elise Fermouche 2009
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
1er Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Two slightly marked labels.
Slightly marked back labels.
570 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 78
Échézeaux 2007
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Good appearance.
Slightly marked back label.
866 bottles produced.
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot
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lot 79
Échézeaux 2009
— Domaine Jean-Yves Bizot
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Slightly marked front and back labels.
1319 bottles produced.
Excellent levels
Provenance: the nonpareil cellar of a European passionate collector.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 8'000 – 16'000 per lot

18 0
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lot 80
Chambertin Dugat-Py,
Vertical from 2000 to 2004
— Domaine Bernard Dugat-Py
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Very good appearances and levels unless mentioned otherwise.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 6'500 – 13'000 per lot

Vintage 2000
1 Bottle

Vintage 2001
1 Bottle

Vintage 2003
1 Bottle

Vintage 2004
1 Bottle
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lot 81
Chambertin 2015
— Domaine Dujac
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Very good appearance and levels.
One very slightly marked and one very slightly scuffed label.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Magnums per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 82
Chambertin 2016
— Domaine Dujac
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Very good appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Magnums per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 83
Échézeaux 2001 and 2003
— Domaine René Engel
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 9'500 – 19'000 per lot

Vintage 2001
Good appearance and levels.
One marked label.
2 Bottles

Vintage 2003
Good appearance and level.
Slightly marked label.
1 Bottle
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lot 84
Grands-Échézeaux 1995
— Domaine René Engel
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
6 Magnums per lot
chf 40'000 – 80'000 per lot

19 0

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 85
Clos-Vougeot 2003
— Domaine René Engel
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Marked labels, two slightly creased.
Excellent levels
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
5 Bottles per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot
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lot 86
Clos-Vougeot 2004
— Domaine René Engel
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Slightly marked labels.
Excellent levels
Provenance: a European private collection with utmost cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot
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lot 87
Musigny 2018
— Domaine Faiveley
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 88
AF Gros Richebourg
Vertical from 2007 to 2015
— Domaine AF Gros
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Very good appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 2'400 – 4'800 per lot

Vintage 2007
1 Bottle

Vintage 2009
1 Bottle

Vintage 2010
1 Bottle

Vintage 2015
1 Bottle
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lot 89
Richebourg 2015
— Domaine Hudelot-Noëllat
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and level.
Slightly damaged wax capsule.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Methuselah (600 cl) per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 90
Richebourg 2016
— Domaine Hudelot-Noëllat
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and level.
Slightly creased label.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Methuselah (600 cl) per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 91
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2016
— Domaine Hudelot-Noëllat
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and level.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Methuselah (600 cl) per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot
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lot 92
Richebourg 1959
— Domaine Henri Jayer
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance.
New capsule and label from the Domaine in 2018.
Original Henri Jayer Richebourg label N° 061.
Level at 1,2cms below base of capsule.
This bottle was kept in Henri Jayer's cellar until it was acquired
by a private collector directly from Henri's family in 2018.
Since its acquisition, it has been preserved under the care
of Baghera/wines in optimal conditions of temperature and hygrometry,
in our underground storehouse in the Geneva FreePorts.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 60'000 – 120'000 per lot
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lot 93
Richebourg 1978
— Domaine Henri Jayer
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance.
New capsule and label from the Domaine in 2018.
Original Henri Jayer Richebourg label N° 068.
Level at 1cms below base of capsule.
This bottle was kept in Henri Jayer's cellar until it was acquired
by a private collector directly from Henri's family in 2018.
Since its acquisition, it has been been preserved under the care
of Baghera/wines in optimal conditions of temperature and hygrometry,
in our underground storehouse in the Geneva FreePorts.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 40'000 – 80'000 per lot

20 8
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lot 94
Richebourg 1987
— Domaine Henri Jayer
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Ex lot 168 of the 20th June 2021 “Burgundy Fields Forever” auction.
Excellent appearance.
Level at 3,3cms below base of capsule.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 15'000 – 30'000 per lot
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lot 95
2015 jeroboams from Domaine Lamarche
— Domaine Lamarche
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Jeroboams per lot
chf 3'200 – 6'400 per lot

Échézeaux 2015
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
1 Jeroboam (300 cl)

Grands-Echézeaux 2015
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
1 Jeroboam (300 cl)

Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts 2015
1er Cru , Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
1 Jeroboam (300 cl)
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lot 96
Domaine Leroy’s Vosne 2006 and Nuits 2009
— Domaine Leroy
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: the private collection of a seasoned wine afficionado.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 40'000 – 80'000 per lot

Vosne-Romanée Aux Genaivrières 2006
Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Consecutive numbers
Bottles N° 01271 to 01276 of 3006 bottles produced.
Original wooden case of 12 bottles N° 220316 – 1.
6 Bottles

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Aux Boudots 2009
1er Cru , Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Consecutive numbers
Bottles N° 02898 to 02903 of 3923 bottles produced.
Original wooden case of 12 bottles N° 220316 – 1.
6 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 97
Romanée-Saint-Vivant 2006
— Domaine Leroy
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Consecutive numbers.
Bottle N° 00748 to 00750 of 1506 bottles produced.
Original wooden case of 3 bottles N° 220316 – 2.
Provenance: the private collection of a seasoned wine afficionado.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 22'000 – 44'000 per lot
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lot 98
La Romanée 2003 and 2009
— Domaine du Comte Liger-Belair
Grand Cru Monopole, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 8'000 – 16'000 per lot

Vintage 2003
1 Bottle

Vintage 2009
1 Bottle
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lot 99
La Romanée 2005 and 2006
— Domaine du Comte Liger-Belair
Grand Cru Monopole, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 8'000 – 16'000 per lot

Vintage 2005
Very good appearance and level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2006
Very slightly marked label.
Excellent level.
1 Bottle
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lot 100
Romanée-Conti 1959
— Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Wax capsule with stamp from domaine on top.
Old signs of seepage.
Cork could not be examined because of the wax, but apparently in good condition.
Nicked and damp-stained vintage slip.
Partly missing, damaged, damp-stained and nicked label.
No back label.
Level at 4,7cms below base of wax.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Preserved in a Swiss cellar since its acquisition by the previous owner, who acquired the bottle
directly from the Swiss official distributor for Domaine de la Romanée-Conti wines.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 10'000 – 20'000 per lot
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lot 101
Romanée-Conti 1999
— Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Marked and bin-soiled label.
Perfect level.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 18'000 – 36'000 per lot
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lot 102
Romanée-Conti 2000
— Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and level.
Provenance: Released from the Domaine in June 2022, this exceptional magnum
was kept for more than 20 years in Domaine de la Romanée-Conti's cellar.
Magnum offered by Aubert de Villaine at the gala evening organised for the 20 th anniversary
of the Charte contre le Cancer, it was acquired by Baghera/wines in February 2020
to support the work of the Institut international de cancérologie de Paris.
This lot has been perfectly preserved at the Geneva FreePorts in our controled
professional wine storage since June 2022.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 50'000 – 100'000 per lot
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lot 103
Romanée-Conti 2015
— Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and level.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 20'000 – 40'000 per lot
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lot 104
La Tâche vertical from 1999 to 2015
— Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru Monopole, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
6 Bottles per lot
chf 26'000 – 52'000 per lot

Vintage 1999
Good appearance and level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2000
Stained label.
Perfect level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2005
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2009
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2010
Good appearance and level.
Marked label.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2015
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Bottle
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lot 105
Richebourg vertical from 1992 to 2013
— Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Vintage 1992
Slightly bin-soiled and slightly stained label.
Level at 2,5cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2001
Very slightly marked label.
Good appearance and level.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2013
Very good appearance and level.
1 Bottle
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lot 106
Cros Parantoux 2015 and 2016
— Domaine Emmanuel Rouget
1er Cru , Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 8'000 – 16'000 per lot

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux 2015
2 Bottles

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux 2016
2 Bottles
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lot 107
Échézeaux vertical from 2011 to 2016
— Domaine Emmanuel Rouget
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Very good appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 6'000 – 12'000 per lot

Vintage 2011
2 Bottles

Vintage 2012
2 Bottles

Vintage 2013
2 Bottles

Vintage 2014
2 Bottles

Vintage 2015
2 Bottles

Vintage 2016
2 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 108
Chambolle-Musigny Les Cras
from 2011 to 2018
— Domaine G. Roumier
1er Cru , Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Provenance: a French collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 6'500 – 13'000 per lot

Vintage 2011
Good appearance and levels.
Slightly marked labels.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2014
Excellent appearance and levels.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2017
Excellent appearance and levels.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2018
Excellent appearance and levels.
3 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 109
Roumier’s Chambolle-Musigny
Amoureuses from 2012 to 2018
— Domaine G. Roumier
1er Cru , Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a French collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
5 Bottles per lot
chf 17'000 – 34'000 per lot

Vintage 2012
1 Bottle

Vintage 2017
2 Bottles

Vintage 2018
2 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 110
Roumier’s Bonnes-Mares from 2012 to 2018
— Domaine G. Roumier
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
All in very good condition unless mentioned otherwise.
Provenance: a French collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot

Vintage 2012
Very slightly marked label.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2016
1 Bottle

Vintage 2017
1 Bottle

Vintage 2018
1 Bottle
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lot 111
Rousseau’s Charmes-Chambertin
vertical from 2014 to 2018
— Domaine A. Rousseau
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a French collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
10 Bottles per lot
chf 2'200 – 4'400 per lot

Vintage 2014
2 Bottles

Vintage 2015
2 Bottles

Vintage 2016
2 Bottles

Vintage 2017
2 Bottles

Vintage 2018
2 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 112
Rousseau’s Mazy-Chambertin
vertical from 2014 to 2018
— Domaine A. Rousseau
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a French collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
5 Bottles per lot
chf 2'400 – 4'800 per lot

Vintage 2014
1 Bottle

Vintage 2015
1 Bottle

Vintage 2016
1 Bottle

Vintage 2017
1 Bottle

Vintage 2018
One stained point on the label.
1 Bottle
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lot 113
Rousseau’s Ruchottes-Chambertin,
Clos des Ruchottes
vertical from 2015 to 2018
— Domaine A. Rousseau
Grand Cru Monopole, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a French collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
4 Bottles per lot
chf 2'800 – 5'600 per lot

Vintage 2015
1 Bottle

Vintage 2016
1 Bottle

Vintage 2017
1 Bottle

Vintage 2018
1 Bottle
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lot 114
Rousseau’s Gevrey-Chambertin,
Clos Saint Jacques
vertical from 2016 to 2018
— Domaine A. Rousseau
1er Cru , Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appeance and levels.
Provenance: a French collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 11'000 – 22'000 per lot

Vintage 2016
4 Bottles

Vintage 2017
4 Bottles

Vintage 2018
4 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 115
Rousseau’s Chambertin Clos de Bèze
from 2016 to 2018
— Domaine A. Rousseau
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a French collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 25'000 – 50'000 per lot

Vintage 2016
4 Bottles

Vintage 2017
4 Bottles

Vintage 2018
4 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 116
Rousseau’s Clos de la Roche
from 2016 to 2018
— Domaine A. Rousseau
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a French collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 6'000 – 12'000 per lot

Vintage 2016
4 Bottles

Vintage 2017
4 Bottles

Vintage 2018
4 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 117
Clos de Tart 2001
— Domaine du Clos de Tart
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Nuits
Damaged and part missing wax capsule (top).
Old signs of seepage.
Level at 5cms below base of cork.
Provenance: the private collection of a seasoned wine afficionado.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Salmanazar (900 cl) per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot
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lot 118
Auxey-Duresses 2001
— Domaine d’Auvenay
Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Slightly creased labels, good appearance otherwise.
Good colours.
Good levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot
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lot 119
Meursault Les Gouttes d’Or 2006
— Domaine d’Auvenay
1er Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Very good appearance and level.
Provenance: a Swiss collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot

26 0
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lot 120
Auxey-Duresses La Macabrée 2005
— Domaine d’Auvenay
Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Good wax capsule.
Very good appearance and level.
Provenance: a private cellar from the South of France.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 2'800 – 5'600 per lot
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lot 121
Meursault Les Narvaux 2007
— Domaine d’Auvenay
Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Good wax capsule.
Very good appearance and level.
Provenance: a private cellar from the South of France.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 3'500 – 7'000 per lot
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lot 122
Auxey-Duresses Les Clous 2009
— Domaine d’Auvenay
Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Good wax capsule.
Very good appearance and level.
Provenance: a private cellar from the South of France.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 3'000 – 6'000 per lot
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lot 123
Puligny-Montrachet Les Folatières 2011
— Domaine d’Auvenay
1er Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Good wax capsule.
Very good appearance.
Level at 3cms below base of cork.
Provenance: a private cellar from the South of France.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot
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lot 124
Bâtard-Montrachet 2015
— Domaine d’Auvenay
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Good wax capsule.
Very good appearance and level.
Provenance: a private cellar from the South of France.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 12'000 – 24'000 per lot
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lot 125
Puligny-Montrachet
Les Enseignères
Vertical from 1996 to 2012
— Domaine JF Coche-Dury
Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
15 Bottles per lot
chf 17'000 – 34'000 per lot

Vintage 1996

Vintage 2001

Vintage 2007

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Level at 3cms below

Level at 1cms below

Level at 0,6cms below

base of capsule.

base of capsule.

base of capsule.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1997

Vintage 2002

Vintage 2008

Very good appearance.

Old sign of seepage.

Very good appearance and level.

Level at 1,5cms below

Very good appearance.

1 Bottle

base of capsule.

Level at 3cms below

1 Bottle

base of capsule.

Vintage 2009

1 Bottle

Very good appearance and level.

Vintage 1998

1 Bottle

Very good appearance and level.

Vintage 2004

1 Bottle

Very good appearance and level.

Vintage 2011

1 Bottle

Very good appearance and level.

Vintage 1999

1 Bottle

Very good appearance.

Vintage 2005

Level at 1cms below

Very good appearance and level.

Vintage 2012

base of capsule.

1 Bottle

Very good appearance and level.

1 Bottle

Vintage 2000
Very good appearance.

Vintage 2006

1 Bottle

Very good appearance and level.
1 Bottle

Level at 1cms below
base of capsule.
1 Bottle
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 126
Meursault-Genevrières 2003
— Domaine JF Coche-Dury
Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
One slightly nicked label and one is slightly torn.
Levels: one at 1,3cms, one at 1,5cms and one at 1,8cms below base of capsules.
Provenance: a Romandy-based private collection.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 3'000 – 6'000 per lot
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lot 127
Meursault Clos des Ambres 2012
— Domaine Arnaud Ente
Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Very good appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection with ideal cellarage conditions.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
6 Bottles per lot
chf 3'000 – 6'000 per lot
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lot 128
1978 Meursault by Leroy
and Montrachet by Ramonet
— Maison Leroy & Domaine Ramonet
Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Provenance: from a Swiss private collection nurtured in a professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Bottles per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot

Meursault Les Narvaux 1978
— Maison Leroy

Bin-soiled and stained label.
Level at 1cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

Montrachet 1978

— Domaine Ramonet
Grand Cru
Bin-soiled, torn, damaged and loose label.
Level at 3cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle
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lot 129
Roulot’s Corton-Charlemagne 2016 and 2017
— Domaine Roulot
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Jeroboams per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot

Vintage 2016
1 Jeroboam (300 cl)

Vintage 2017
1 Jeroboam (300 cl)

28 0
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lot 130
Roulot’s Chevalier-Montrachet 2017
— Domaine Roulot
Grand Cru, Burgundy, Côte de Beaune
Excellent appearance and level.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Jeroboam (300 cl) per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot
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lot 131
Château Mouton-Rothschild 1945
— Château Mouton-Rothschild
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Good capsule.
Faded, damp-stained and slightly torn label and "la bergerie" slip.
Level top-shoulder.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 20'000 – 40'000 per lot
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lot 132
Château La Mission Haut-Brion 1945
— Château La Mission Haut-Brion
Cru Classé , Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Very slightly nicked capsule.
Label has good appearance.
Level base of neck.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot
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lot 133
Petrus 1947
— Château Petrus
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Nicked and chipped capsule.
Slightly depressed cork.
De Luze slip label.
Bin-soiled and very slightly torn label.
Level top-shoulder.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 15'000 – 30'000 per lot
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lot 134
Château Cheval-Blanc 1947
— Château Cheval-Blanc
1er Grand Cru Classé «A», Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion
Good branded cap.
Faded and nicked label. «Robert Prot St Emilion» non integrated strip.
Level just below top-shoulder.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 15'000 – 30'000 per lot
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lot 135
Château Latour à Pomerol 1947
— Château Latour à Pomerol
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Good branded capsule, slightly creased.
Slightly stained label, excellent appearance otherwise.
Level just below top-shoulder.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 6'000 – 12'000 per lot
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lot 136
Château La Mission Haut-Brion 1949
— Château La Mission Haut-Brion
Cru Classé , Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Cut capsule for inspection.
Good branded capsule.
Bin-soiled, torn, part-missing label.
Level top-shoulder.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot
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lot 137
Château Latour à Pomerol 1950
— Château Latour à Pomerol
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Cut capsule for inspection.
Creased and slighly chipped short capsule.
Light signs of old seepage.
Very lightly bin-soiled label, slightly nicked.
Level base of neck.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 15'000 – 30'000 per lot
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lot 138
Château Lafite Rothschild 1953
— Château Lafite Rothschild
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Good capsule. Bin-soiled and slightly torn label. Nicolas-stamped. Level mid-shoulder.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot
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lot 139
Haut-Brion and Petrus 1955
— Château Haut-Brion & Château Petrus
Bordeaux
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Magnums per lot
chf 9'000 – 18'000 per lot

Château Haut-Brion 1955
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Slightly corroded branded capsule.
Cruse slip label has good appearance.
Label is very bin-soiled.
Level upper-shoulder.
1 Magnum

Petrus 1955
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Good branded capsule.
Very slightly depressed cork.
Label has very good appearance.
Slightly marked «Audinet & Buhan Bordeaux» non-integrated strip label.
Level just below top-shoulder.
1 Magnum
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lot 140
Lafite, Latour and Mouton 1959
— Châteaux Lafite Rothschild, Latour & Mouton Rothschild
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Magnums per lot
chf 15'000 – 30'000 per lot

Château Lafite Rothschild 1959
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Good creased branded capsule.
Good appearance.
Slightly nicked label.
Nicolas-stamped.
Level base of neck.
1 Magnum

Château Latour 1959
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Slightly corroded branded capsule.
Slight signs of old seepage.
Slightly stained and creased label.
Level mid/upper-shoulder.
1 Magnum

Château Mouton Rothschild 1959
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Good branded capsule.
Good appearance.
Nicolas-stamped.
Level base of neck.
1 Magnum
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lot 141
Lafite, Latour and Latour à Pomerol 1961
— Châteaux Lafite, Latour & Latour à Pomerol
Bordeaux
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Magnums per lot
chf 20'000 – 40'000 per lot

Château Lafite Rothschild 1961
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Very slightly chipped capsule.
Slightly bin-soiled and slightly stained label.
Level base of neck.
1 Magnum

Château Latour 1961
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Creased capsule.
Depressed cork.
Very bin-soiled label.
«Barton & Guestier négociants» non integrated label, slightly torn.
Level just below top-shoulder.
1 Magnum

Château Latour à Pomerol 1961
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Slightly nicked capsule.
Slight signs of old seepage.
Slightly bin-soiled label.
Level top-shoulder.
1 Magnum
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lot 142
Petrus 1964
— Château Petrus
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Good appearance.
Very slightly corroded branded capsule.
Very slightly nicked and slightly marked label.
Level top-shoulder.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Magnum per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot
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lot 143
1982 Bordeaux celebration in magnums
— A selection of Châteaux
Bordeaux
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
11 Magnums per lot
chf 20'000 – 40'000 per lot

Château
Lafite-Rothschild 1982
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Château
Pichon Longueville,
Comtesse de Lalande 1982

Very slightly nicked capsule.

2ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Label is very slightly marked.

One has very good appearance. One label is slightly

Level into neck.

nicked.

1 Magnum

Both into neck.

Château Latour 1982

2 Magnums

Very slightly nicked capsule.

Château
Léoville-Barton 1982

Label is very slightly stained.

2ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Level into neck.

Very slightly corroded capsule. Good label.

1 Magnum

Level base of neck.

1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Château
Mouton Rothschild 1982

1 Magnum

1 Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Château
Gruaud-Larose 1982

Very slightly nicked capsule.

Bordeaux, Saint-Julien

Label is slightly marked.

Very good appearance.

Level into neck.

Level base of neck.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

Château Margaux 1982
1 Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Margaux

Château
Léoville-Las-Cases 1982

Very slightly chipped capsules. Very slightly bin-soiled

2ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Saint-Julien

labels. Levels: two base of neck

Good capsule.

and one top-shoulder.

Label is very slightly marked.

3 Magnums

Level into neck.

er

er

1 Magnum
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 144
Fine claret in the legendary 1982 vintage
— Selected Châteaux
Bordeaux
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
18 Bottles per lot
chf 4'500 – 9'000 per lot

Château Pichon Longueville,
Comtesse de Lalande 1982

Château Beauséjour
Duffau-Lagarosse 1982

2ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Grand Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion

Good appearance.

Slightly marked label.

Levels top-shoulder.

Levels top-shoulder.

3 Bottles

3 Bottles

Château Léoville-Poyferré 1982

Château Canon 1982

2

Grand Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion

ème

Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Saint-Julien

Very good appearance.

Slightly marked label.

Levels: five top-shoulder and

Levels base of neck.

one just below top-shoulder.

2 Bottles

6 Bottles

Château Figeac 1982

Château Le Gay Pomerol 1982
Bordeaux, Pomerol

1er Grand Cru Classé «A», Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion

Good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Level top-shoulder.

Levels base of neck.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 145
Stunning 1986 magnums from the left bank
— Selected Châteaux
Bordeaux
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
8 Magnums per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Château Lafite-Rothschild 1986

Château Pichon Comtesse 1986

1 Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

2ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Very good appearance.

Slightly chipped capsule.

Level into neck.

Marked label.

1 Magnum

Level base of neck.

er

Château Mouton-Rothschild 1986

1 Magnum

1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Château Léoville-Las-Cases 1986

Slightly chipped capsule.

2ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Saint-Julien

Slightly raised cork.

Very good appearance.

Label is very slightly nicked.

Levels base of neck.

Level base of neck.

2 Magnums

1 Magnum

Château Margaux 1986

Château Gruaud-Larose 1986
Bordeaux, Saint-Julien

1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Margaux

Corroded capsule.

Very good appearance.

Slightly marked label.

Levels base of neck or better.

Level base of neck.

2 Magnums

1 Magnum
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 146
1989 Haut-Brion red & white
— Château Haut-Brion
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
2 Magnums per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Château Haut-Brion 1989
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Very good appearance.
Level at 3cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum

Château Haut-Brion white 1989
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Very good appearance.
Level at 1,3cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum
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lot 147
Brilliant 1989 in various formats
— Selected Châteaux
Bordeaux
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
10 Various formats per lot
chf 4'500 – 9'000 per lot

Château Lynch-Bages 1989

Château Gruaud-Larose 1989

5

Bordeaux, Saint-Julien

ème

Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Good appearance.

Bin-soiled label.

Very slightly marked label.

Level base of neck.

Level into neck.

1 Magnum

1 Double-Magnum

Château Pichon Longueville Baron
1989
2

ème

Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Château Clinet 1989
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Two slightly corroded capsules.
Slightly marked labels.

Very good appearance.

Levels base of neck.

Level into neck.

4 Bottles

1 Double-Magnum

Château Pichon Longueville Baron
1989

Château Canon 1989
Grand Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion
Good appearance.

2ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac

Level base of neck.

Very good appearance.

2 Bottles

Level into neck.
1 Magnum
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lot 148
1990 at its best
— Selected Châteaux
Bordeaux
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
23 Bottles and 5 Magnums per lot
chf 8'000 – 16'000 per lot

Château Margaux 1990
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Margaux

Château
Lynch-Bages 1990

Château CanonLa-Gaffelière 1990

Stained, slightly torn label.

5ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Saint-

1er Grand Cru Classé «B»,

Level base of neck.

Julien

Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion

1 Magnum

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Levels into neck.

Levels base of neck.

3 Magnums

3 Bottles

2ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Saint-

Château Figeac 1990

Château Belair 1990

Julien

1er Grand Cru Classé «A»,

1er Grand Cru Classé «B»,

Very slightly marked labels.

Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion

Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion

Levels base of neck.

One slightly nicked label.

Very good appearance.

5 Bottles

Good appearance.

Levels: two top-shoulder

Levels base of neck.

and one just-below top-shoulder.

2 Bottles

3 Bottles

Château Beauséjour
Duffau-Lagarosse 1990

Château Clinet 1990

Julien
Two slightly nicked capsules.

Grand Cru Classé, Bordeaux,

Good appearance.

Good appearance.

Saint-Emilion

One slightly marked label.

Levels base of neck.

Glue stained labels.

Levels base of neck.

3 Bottles

Levels into neck.

3 Bottles

Château
Léoville-Las Cases 1990

Château
Léoville-Poyferré 1990
2ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Saint-

Château
Gruaud-Larose 1990

Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion

4 Bottles

Bordeaux, Saint-Julien
Very slightly creased label.
Level into neck.
1 Magnum
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lot 149
Mouton and Cheval 2012
— Château Mouton Rothschild & Château Cheval-Blanc
Bordeaux
Provenance: from a Swiss private collection nurtured in a professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
24 Bottles per lot
chf 7'000 – 14'000 per lot

Château Mouton Rothschild 2012
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Excellent appearance and levels.
12 Bottles

Château Cheval-Blanc 2012
1er Grand Cru Classé «A», Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion
Excellent appearance and levels.
12 Bottles

32 0
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 150
Mouton and Margaux 2012
— Château Mouton Rothschild & Château Margaux
Bordeaux
Provenance: from a Swiss private collection nurtured in a professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 3'500 – 7'000 per lot

Château Mouton Rothschild 2012
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Excellent appearance and levels.
6 Bottles

Château Margaux 2012
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Margaux
Excellent appearance and levels.
6 Bottles
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lot 151
Lafite 2000, 2005 and 2009
— Château Lafite-Rothschild
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Released from the Château in 2022.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
9 Bottles per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Vintage 2000
Excellent appearance and levels.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2005
Excellent appearance and levels.
3 Bottles

Vintage 2009
Excellent appearance and levels.
3 Bottles
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lot 152
Latour vertical from 1986 to 1989
in double-magnums
— Château Latour
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Released from the Château in 2021
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts
3 Double-Magnums per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Vintage 1986
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Double-Magnum

Vintage 1988
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Double-Magnum

Vintage 1989
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Double-Magnum
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lot 153
Latour vertical from 1993 to 1998
in double-magnums
— Château Latour
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Released from the Château in 2021.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts
3 Double-Magnums per lot
chf 6'000 – 12'000 per lot

Vintage 1993
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Double-Magnum

Vintage 1997
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Double-Magnum

Vintage 1998
Excellent appearance and level.
1 Double-Magnum
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lot 154
Haut-Brion 1952 and 1955
— Château Haut-Brion
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Provenance: from a Swiss private collection nurtured in a professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
10 Bottles per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot

Vintage 1952
Slightly corroded capsules.
Bin-soiled and stained labels.
Levels: four upper-shoulder and one mid/upper-shoulder.
Good colour.
5 Bottles

Vintage 1955
Slightly corroded capsules.
Four bin-soiled and stained labels, one very bin-soiled, stained and damaged label.
Levels: two upper-shoulder and three mid-shoulder. Good colour
5 Bottles
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 155
Haut-Brion vertical from 1959 to 1990
— Château Haut-Brion
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 9'500 – 19'000 per lot

Vintage 1959

Vintage 1986

Very bin-soiled and marked label.

Slightly marked labels.

Level at 4,2cms below base of cork.

Levels at 1,7cms below base of corks.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Vintage 1961

Vintage 1988

Bin-soiled and scuffed label.

Very good appearance.

Level at 4,7cms below base of cork.

Levels at 2cms below base of corks.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Vintage 1975

Vintage 1995

Slightly depressed cork.

Very good appearance.

Slightly bin-soiled label.

Level at 1,5cms below base of cork.

Level at 3,7cms below base of cork.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1982

Vintage 1990
Very good appearance.

Faded labels.

Level at 2cms below base of cork.

Levels at 2,2cms and 3,8cms below base of corks.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles
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lot 156
Château Haut-Brion white 1989
— Château Haut-Brion
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Slightly marked labels one of which is stained and scufed.
Levels at 2,5cms below base of capsules.
Very good colour.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 5'500 – 11'000 per lot
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lot 157
White Haut-Brion and white Laville Haut-Brion
— Château Haut-Brion & Château Laville Haut-Brion
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
14 Bottles per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot

Château Haut-Brion white 1985

Château Laville Haut-Brion white 1989

Faded label with US integrated label.

Very good appearance.

Slightly amber color.

Level base of neck.

Level at 3,8cms below base of cork.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Château Haut-Brion white 1994

Château Laville Haut-Brion white 1990
Slighltly marked label.

Good appearance.

Level into neck.

Level at two at 1,5cms and one at 1,8cms

1 Bottle

below base of capsules.
3 Bottle

Château Haut-Brion white 1995

Château Laville Haut-Brion white 2006
Very good appearance and levels.
6 Bottles

Slightly faded label.
Level at 1,8cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

Château Haut-Brion white 1997
Stained label.
Level at 1,4cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle
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lot 158
La Mission Haut-Brion
Vertical from 1929 to 1990
— Château La Mission Haut-Brion
Cru Classé , Bordeaux, Pessac-Léognan
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
9 Bottles per lot
chf 14'000 – 28'000 per lot

Vintage 1929

Vintage 1961

Damaged new capsule from the Château.

Slightly corroded capsule.

Bin-soiled label.

Slightly torn label but good appearance.

Level base of neck.

Level upper-shoulder.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1945

Vintage 1982

New capsule from the Château.

Good appearance.

Bin-soiled and stained label.

Level base of neck.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1950

Very good appearance.

Very slightly corroded capsule.

Levels into neck.

Slightly stained label.

2 Bottles

Level top-shoulder.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1959
Very slightly corroded capsule.
Bin-soiled and torn label.
Nicolas stamped.
Level top-shoulder.
1 Bottle
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Vintage 1990
Very good appearance.
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

lot 159
Palmer vertical from 1961 to 1989
— Château Palmer
3ème Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Margaux
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 5'500 – 11'000 per lot

Vintage 1961

Vintage 1986

Very good appearance.

Slightly chipped capsules.

Level into neck.

Slightly nicked labels.

1 Bottle

Levels top-shoulder or better.

Vintage 1975
Slightly chipped capsule.

Vintage 1989

Slightly nicked label.

Very good appearance.

Level base of neck.

Levels into neck.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Vintage 1978
Slightly marked label.
Level upper-shoulder.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1983
Good appearance.
Levels top-shoulder.
3 Bottles
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lot 160
Petrus from 1964 to 1999
— Château Petrus
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
12 Bottles per lot
chf 24'000 – 48'000 per lot

Vintage 1964

Vintage 1989

Slightly depressed cork.

Very slightly corroded capsule.

Bin-soiled label.

Good appearance.

Level top-shoulder.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1967

Vintage 1990

One very slightly damaged cork.

Slightly marked capsule.

Creased and slightly stained labels.

Slightly nicked label.

Levels: one upper-shoulder and one

Level base of neck.

mid/upper-shoulder.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Vintage 1975

Very good appearance.

One slightly raised cork.

Level base of neck.

One slightly marked and one slightly nicked labels.

1 Bottle

Levels: one top-shoulder and one just-below
top-shoulder.

Vintage 1999

2 Bottles

Very good appearance.

Vintage 1982
Very good appearance.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1985
Very good appearance.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle
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Levels base of neck.
2 Bottles

lot 161
lot 162
lot 163
lot 164
Petrus 2005
— Château Petrus
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: the private collection of a seasoned wine afficionado.
Acquired directly from the Moueix family “on release” and since preserved in a professional cellar
under perfect and controlled conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.

lot 161
12 Bottles per lot
chf 35'000 – 70'000 per lot

lot 162
12 Bottles per lot
chf 35'000 – 70'000 per lot

lot 163
12 Bottles per lot
chf 35'000 – 70'000 per lot

lot 164
12 Bottles per lot
chf 35'000 – 70'000 per lot
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lot 165
lot 166
lot 167
lot 168
lot 169
lot 170
lot 171
lot 172
Petrus 2006
— Château Petrus
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: the private collection of a seasoned wine afficionado.
Acquired directly from the Moueix family “on release” and since preserved in a professional cellar
under perfect and controlled conditions.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
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lot 165

lot 169

12 Bottles per lot

12 Bottles per lot

chf 24'000 – 48'000 per lot

chf 24'000 – 48'000 per lot

lot 166

lot 170

12 Bottles per lot

12 Bottles per lot

chf 24'000 – 48'000 per lot

chf 24'000 – 48'000 per lot

lot 167

lot 171

12 Bottles per lot

12 Bottles per lot

chf 24'000 – 48'000 per lot

chf 24'000 – 48'000 per lot

lot 168

lot 172

12 Bottles per lot

12 Bottles per lot

chf 24'000 – 48'000 per lot

chf 24'000 – 48'000 per lot
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Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 173
Cheval-Blanc vertical from 1982 to 1998
— Château Cheval-Blanc
1er Grand Cru Classé «A», Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles and 4 Magnums per lot
chf 7'000 – 14'000 per lot

Vintage 1982
Good appearance.
Levels base of neck.
2 Bottles

Vintage 1983
Good appearance.
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1990
Very good appearance.
Level into neck.
1 Magnum

Vintage 1998
Slightly damaged capsules.
Very good appearance.
Levels into neck.
3 Magnums
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lot 174
Château Ausone from 1979 to 2005
— Château Ausone
1er Grand Cru Classé «A», Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
8 Bottles and 3 Magnums per lot
chf 7'500 – 15'000 per lot

Vintage 1979

Vintage 1995

Bin-soiled label.

Very good appearance.

Level base of neck.

Levels base of neck or better.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Vintage 1982

Vintage 2000

Slightly bin-soiled label.

Chipped capsule.

Level top-shoulder.

Slightly nicked and slightly marked label.

1 Bottle

Level into neck.

Vintage 1985

1 Bottle

Slightly depressed cork.

Vintage 2003

Slightly chipped capsule.

Very good appearance.

Bin-soiled and slightly nicked label.

Level base of neck.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1988

Vintage 2005
Very good appearance.

Very slightly chipped capsule.

Level into neck.

Slightly bin-soiled label.

1 Magnum

Level into neck.
1 Magnum

Vintage 1990
Very slightly marked and very slightly nicked label.
Level into neck.
1 Magnum
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lot 175
Château Angélus
Vertical from 1986 to 2003
— Château Angélus
1er Grand Cru Classé «A», Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
17 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot

Vintage 1986

Vintage 1995

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

One very slightly depressed cork.

Levels into neck.

Levels into neck.

6 Bottles

3 Bottles

Vintage 1990

Vintage 2000
Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Levels into neck.

Levels into neck.

3 Bottles

2 Bottles

Vintage 1994

Vintage 2003
Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Levels into neck.

Level base of neck.

3 Bottles

1 Magnum
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lot 176
Château Pavie from 1961 to 2006
— Château Pavie
1er Grand Cru Classé «A», Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
20 Bottles per lot
chf 4'500 – 9'000 per lot

Vintage 1961

Vintage 2000

Bin-soiled and slightly torn label.

Very good appearance.

Level top-shoulder.

Levels into neck.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Vintage 1989

Vintage 2004

Slightly marked label.

Very good appearance.

Level base of neck.

Levels into neck.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles

Vintage 1990

Vintage 2005

Slightly marked labels.

Very good appearance.

Levels base of neck.

Levels into neck.

2 Bottles

2 Bottles

Vintage 1998

Vintage 2006

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Levels into neck.

Level into neck.

6 Bottles

1 Bottle

Vintage 1999
Very good appearance.
Levels into neck.
2 Bottles
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lot 177
Le Pin vertical from 1989 to 2001
— Château Le Pin
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
3 Bottles per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot

Vintage 1989
Chipped and slightly corroded capsule.
Very slightly marked label.
Level top-shoulder.
1 Bottle

Vintage 1999
Very good appearance.
Level into neck.
1 Bottle

Vintage 2001
Very good appearance.
Level into neck.
1 Bottle
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lot 178
Lafleur from 1979 to 2000
— Château Lafleur
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
16 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 14'000 – 28'000 per lot

Vintage 1979

Vintage 1990

Slightly bin-soiled label.

Very slightly marked label.

Level top-shoulder.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1982

Vintage 1993

Depressed cork.

Slightly nicked label.

Glue-stained label.

Level base of neck.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1983

Vintage 1994
Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Levels base of neck.

“Importé par Entrepot de Vins et Spiritueux SA

2 Bottles

1181 Vinzel” integrated import label.
Level into neck.

Vintage 1995

1 Magnum

Slightly marked labels.

Vintage 1986
Marked label.

Levels base of neck.
2 Bottles

Level base of neck.

Vintage 1996

1 Bottle

Very good appearance.

Vintage 1988
Glue-stained and slightly nicked label.

Levels base of neck or better.
3 Bottles

Level top-shoulder.

Vintage 2000

1 Bottle

Very good appearance.
Levels base of neck or better.
3 Bottles
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lot 179
L’Evangile vertical from 1975 to 2000
— Château L’Evangile
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
30 Bottles per lot
chf 6'000 – 12'000 per lot

Vintage 1975

Vintage 1994

Bin-soiled labels one of which is stained.

Marked and stained labels.

Levels base of neck or better.

Levels into neck.

2 Bottles

2 Bottles

Vintage 1982

Vintage 1995

Slightly marked labels.

Very good appearance.

Levels: two top-shoulder and one upper-shoulder.

Levels into neck.

3 Bottles

6 Bottles

Vintage 1985

Vintage 1998

Very good appearance.

Slightly stained labels.

Levels base of neck or better.

Levels into neck.

6 Bottles

2 Bottles

Vintage 1989

Vintage 2000

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Levels into neck.

Level into neck.

2 Bottles

1 Bottle

Vintage 1990
Slightly bin-soiled labels.
Levels top-shoulder.
6 Bottles
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lot 180
Vieux Château Certan
Vertical from 1950 to 2000
— Vieux Château Certan
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
8 Bottles and 1 Magnum per lot
chf 2'200 – 4'400 per lot

Vintage 1950

Vintage 1996

Bin-soiled label.

Very good appearance.

Level just below top-shoulder.

Levels top-shoulder.

1 Bottle

2 Bottles

Vintage 1985

Vintage 1998

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Level base of neck.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1988

Vintage 1999

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Level into neck.

Level base of neck.

1 Magnum

1 Bottle

Vintage 1989

Vintage 2000

Very good appearance.

Very good appearance.

Level base of neck.

Level base of neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle
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lot 181
La Conseillante vertical from 1982 to 2000
— Château La Conseillante
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
19 Bottles per lot
chf 3'500 – 7'000 per lot

Vintage 1982
Very slightly marked labels.
Levels base of neck.
5 Bottles

Vintage 1985
Damp-stained labels.
Levels: one into neck and one base of neck.
2 Bottles

Vintage 1989
Good appearance.
Levels into neck.
4 Bottles

Vintage 1990
Two very damp-stained and slightly torn labels,
one with good appearance.
Levels into neck.
3 Bottles

Vintage 1998
Very good appearance.
Levels into neck.
2 Bottles

Vintage 2000
Very good appearance.
Levels into neck.
3 Bottles
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lot 182
Château d’Yquem 1895
— Château d’Yquem
1er Cru Supérieur, Bordeaux, Sauternes
Reconditionned at the Château in 1989.
Slightly scuffed and marked label.
Level just below top-shoulder.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot
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lot 183
Château d’Yquem 1896
— Château d’Yquem
1er Cru Supérieur, Bordeaux, Sauternes
Reconditionned at the Château in 1990.
New creased capsule.
Slightly marked label.
Level upper-shoulder.
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 5'000 – 10'000 per lot
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lot 184
Yquem vertical from 1900 to 1990
— Château d’Yquem
1er Cru Supérieur, Bordeaux, Sauternes
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
20 Bottles per lot
chf 18'000 – 36'000 per lot

Vintage 1900

Vintage 1959

Vintage 1983

Recorked in 1990.

Very slightly corroded capsule.

Good appearance.

New caspsule and label.

Damp-stained label.

Levels base of neck.

Slightly bin-soiled label.

Level top-shoulder.

3 Bottles

Level just-below top-shoulder.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1921

Vintage 1986
Very slightly marked label.

Very good appearance.

Level base of neck.

Believed to be reconditionned.

Level very top-shoulder.

1 Bottle

Vintage legible on the cork.

1 Bottle

Bin-soiled and stained label.

Vintage 1988

Level just below top-shoulder.

Vintage 1975

1 Bottle

Very slightly marked label.

Levels base of neck.

Level base of neck.

3 Bottles

Vintage 1947
Very slightly corroded capsule.
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Vintage 1967

1 Bottle

Good appearance.

Vintage 1989

Vintage legible on the cork.

Vintage 1976

Very slightly bin-soiled label.

Very slightly marked label.

Level into neck.

Level base of neck.

Level into neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1955

Vintage 1980

New capsule from the Château.

Slightly marked labels one of which

Level base of neck.

Good appearance.

is scuffed.

1 Bottle

Level into neck.

Levels base of neck.

1 Bottle

3 Bottles
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Marked label.

Vintage 1990
Slightly damp-stained label.

Photograph shows part of lot – the photographs of the lot in its entirety are available on our website.

lot 185
Yquem vertical from 1934 to 1982
— Château d’Yquem
1er Cru Supérieur, Bordeaux, Sauternes
Very good appearance and levels – full description of this lot can be found on our website.
Provenance: the private collection of a seasoned wine afficionado.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.
18 Bottles per lot
chf 20'000 – 40'000 per lot
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Vintage 1934

Vintage 1950

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1935

Vintage 1953

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1937

Vintage 1954

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1939

Vintage 1955

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1940

Vintage 1967

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1942

Vintage 1975

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1944

Vintage 1980

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1946

Vintage 1981

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Vintage 1949

Vintage 1982

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com
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lot 186
lot 187
Château d’Yquem 2007
— Château d’Yquem
1er Cru Supérieur, Bordeaux, Sauternes
Excellent appearance and levels.
Provenance: the private collection of a seasoned wine afficionado.
In bond at the Geneva FreePorts.

lot 186
24 Half-Bottles per lot
chf 4'200 – 8'400 per lot

lot 187
24 Half-Bottles per lot
chf 4'200 – 8'400 per lot
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lot 188
Dinner for eight
— A selection of champagne & wines
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
5 Bottles and 3 Magnums per lot
chf 3'800 – 7'600 per lot

Bollinger Grande Année 1996
Champagne
Very good appearance and levels.
3 Bottles

Hermitage white 1983
— JL Chave
Rhône
Slightly marked label.
Level at 4,7cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum

Château Margaux 1983
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Margaux
Slightly marked label.
Level upper-shoulder.
1 Magnum

Château Latour 1996
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Pauillac
Very good appearance.
Level into neck.
1 Magnum

Château Climens 1989
1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Barsac
Very good appearance.
Level into neck.
2 Bottles
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lot 189
Dinner for four… or less ?
— A selection of champagnes & wines
Provenance: from the Swiss cellar of wine collector Dr. Romain Doglia.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
7 Bottles per lot
chf 3'500 – 7'000 per lot

Krug vintage 2002

Château Margaux 1986

Champagne

1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Margaux

Very good appearance and level.

Good appearance.

1 Bottle

Level into neck.

Krug vintage 1979
Champagne

Château Figeac 2000

Creased foil.

1er Grand Cru Classé «A», Bordeaux, Saint-Emilion

Slightly damaged and nicked label.

Good appearance.

Very good level and colour.

Level into neck.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

Château Trotanoy 1982

Château Climens 1947

Bordeaux, Pomerol

1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux, Barsac

Slightly bin-soiled label.

Slightly corroded capsule.

Level base of neck.

Stained label.

1 Bottle

Level upper-shoulder.

Château L’Eglise-Clinet 1985
Bordeaux, Pomerol
Bin-soiled and stained label.
Level base of neck.
1 Bottle
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1 Bottle

lots 190 — 192
spirits

lot 190
The Macallan Red Collection, 78 years old
— Macallan distillery
Scotland, Speyside
Highland single malt Scotch whisky.
Bottle N° 238.
Bottled in 2020.
Excellent appearance and level.
Provenance: the personal reserve of a wine & spirit Swiss wine connoisseur.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 70'000 – 140'000 per lot

382

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 191
Karuizawa vintage 1981 — cask N° 6207
— Karuizawa distillery
Honshu, Nagano
Single cask malt whisky.
Distilled in 1981.
Bottled 05.09.2011.
Excellent appearance.
Level top-shoulder.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot

384

Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com

lot 192
Karuizawa vintage 1981 — cask N° 152
— Karuizawa distillery
Honshu, Nagano
Single cask malt whisky.
Distilled in March 1981.
Bottled April 2014.
Excellent appearance.
Level top-shoulder.
Provenance: a Swiss collection ideally preserved in a controled professional wine storage.
Duty-paid at the Geneva FreePorts.
1 Bottle per lot
chf 4'000 – 8'000 per lot
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Please find complete lot description on bagherawines.com
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guidelines

inspection criteria

bid with Baghera/wines

DESCRIPTION

PARCE L S

Baghera/wines indicates conditions of the lots according

Same wines (producers, appellation, vintage, etc.) may

to four criteria : capsules, corks, labels and levels.

be regarded as part of a parcel. The successful bidder

Even with the best of care, labels may be stained or

on a lot in a parcel has the possibility to purchase each

BIDDING IN PERSON
—

damaged because wines are stored in damp condi-

of the remaining unsold lots in this parcel at the same

If you would like to experience the live excitement

tions. Such storage conditions are beneficial to the

price, at the time of the bidding. Please note that, in this

of an auction first hand and attend the auction room, you will

preservation of the wines. It is our duty to catalogue

catalogue, a parcel notice is indicated by the numbers

need to register for a paddle in advance of the sale by filling

and report on wines as accurately as possible at the

of its constitutive lots in the heading.

out and submitting the dedicated Bidder Pre-Registration Form
at your disposal in this catalogue on page 405.

time of going to press. High resolution photographs are
available upon request. The actual condition of the wine
within the bottle is not necessarily linked to its outward

CAUTIONARY NOTES

appearance. You are strongly advised to examine any lot

– Descriptions and estimates in this catalogue may be

you are interested in before the sale to form your own

amended at our own discretion. Information is given

opinion (or have it examined on your behalf).

orally or in writing, before or during the sale.

ABSENTEE BIDDING
—

– Note that some producers tend to over-fill their bottles

If you cannot physically attend the sale, you can leave absentee

and a small quantity of wine may be trapped between

bids thanks to the Absentee Bids Form on pages 403-404,

CORKS AND ULLAGES

the capsule and the cork and seep. This should not be

or leave your absentee bids through our website and online-

IN REGARDS TO WINE

confused with ullage (ullage is a natural occurrence in

catalogue. Connect to www.bagherawines.com.

Ullage refers to the space between the base of the

older wines).

capsule and the wine itself. Acceptable ullage levels
tend to increase with age.
In this catalogue, when stated "excellent level” or

B U R G U N DY F O R M AT S

"excellent level for the age", please read that the

IN THIS SALE

levels are :

• Bottle : 75 cl.

For Burgundy wines

• Magnum : 150 cl.

• under 20 years old — less than 2,5cms

• Jeroboam : 300 cl.

ONLINE LIVE BIDDING
—

• between 21 and 30 years old — 3cms to 4cms

• Methuselah: 600 cl.

Should you rather place your bids in real time through our

• over 31 years old — 4cms to 5cms

• Salmanazar: 900 cl.

online live bidding platform, please register ahead of the date
and connect to www.bagherawines.com on the day of

It should be noted that ullages may change between
publication of the catalogue and the sale. This may

B O R D E A U X F O R M AT S

be caused by the ageing of the cork or by a change

IN THIS SALE

in the temperature of the storage conditions or the

• Bottle : 75 cl.

shipment of the wine. We will only accept responsibi-

• Magnum : 150 cl.

lity for descriptions of conditions at the time of print

• Double-Magnum : 300 cl

of this catalogue and cannot accept responsibility for
any loss resulting from failure of corks either before or
after this point.

the sale and follow the guide.

TELEPHONE BIDDING
—
As an alternative service to bidders, Baghera/wines
also offers the possibility to submit a telephone
bids request. We will contact you during the sale,
and a member of our team will bid live with
you over the phone. Contact : office@bagherawines.com.
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conditions of business

T

hese Conditions of Business govern the contractual relations between Baghera/wines

7. RESERVE PRICE

12. BIDDERS REGISTRATION

Online Live Bidding —

Auction & Trading SA (“Baghera/wines”), the seller whose details are indicated in the

The reserve price is the confidential minimum price at which the Seller agrees to sell the

Prospective buyers who would bid for the first time with Baghera/wines are asked to provide

If you cannot attend the auction in person, you may bid online on our online live bidding

Sales Commission document (“Seller”), any participant in the auction or traded or

Lot. If the reserve price is not reached, Baghera/wines may reject the last bid and set a

the following documents, at least 48 hours in advance, in order to give Baghera/wines enough

platform, available on our website at www.bagherawines.com. You must pre-register at least

over-the-counter, as well as any bidder and the highest bidder, excluding contractual relations

new starting price equal to or above the reserve price. In case no bid matches or is above

time to process and approve the registration for the auction :

36 hours before the start of the auction in order to be approved by our bid department.

between Baghera/wines and the Seller. In case of conflict between these conditions of purchase

the reserve price, Baghera/wines shall withdraw the lot without adjudging it to anyone.

• Individuals: government-issued photo identification (such as a driving licence, national

Please note that corporate firewalls may cause difficulties for online bidders. Baghera/wines'

and the terms and Conditions of Business, the general terms and Conditions of Business shall

Baghera/wines, however, reserves the right to organise a private sell after the auction, in

identity card, or passport) and, if not shown on the ID document, proof of current address,

prevail. These purchase conditions can be modified at any time, in writing or orally during the sale.

which case the price shall not be lower than the reserve price, subject to agreement by the

for example a utility bill/bank statement.

Absentee Bids

By participating in any capacity whatsoever in an auction or a private sale organized at Baghera/

Seller for a price below the reserve price.

• Corporate clients: a recent copy (under 3 months old) of the company register.

If you are unable to attend an auction in person, you may give Baghera/wines instructions

• For other business structures such as trusts, offshore companies or partnerships, please

to bid on your behalf. Our member of staff will then try to purchase the lot(s) of your choice

8. BUYER’S PREMIUM AND ADDITIONAL COSTS

contact Baghera/wines' Accounting Department ( sales@bagherawines.com ) for advice on

for the lower price possible. Please note this service is free, totally confidential and offered as

The buyer’s premium is 22% plus 7,7% Value added tax (VAT) on the hammer price and

the information you should supply.

a convenience to clients who are unable to attend the sale. In the event of identical bids, the

1. BUYER

buyer’s premium. The total amount of the hammer price of each of lot purchased, plus the

• A financial reference in the form of a recent bank statement or a reference from your bank.

earliest received will take precedence. Although our representative will make every effort,

The last bidder at the stroke of the gavel (the “Buyer”) wins the bid on the lot of items (the

buyer’s premium, plus VAT is the final price to acquire the lot(s). Please note that other taxes

• Persons registering to bid on behalf of someone who has not previously bid or consigned with

Baghera/wines will not be responsible for error or failure to execute bids.

“lot”). In case of dispute between two or more bidders, the lot will immediately be relisted.

may arise after collection of the goods. This tax (VAT) is refunded to any buyer domiciled

Baghera/wines should bring identification documents not only for themselves but also for the party

Bidding Increments

outside Switzerland if, but only if, Baghera/wines receives from such buyer an export decla-

on whose behalf they are bidding, together with a signed letter of authorisation from that party.

Bidding generally opens with the low estimate and advances in increments of up to 10%

wines' discretion, you agree to be bound by these conditions. You should therefore read them
carefully before doing so.

2. AUCTION PROCEDURE

ration in respect of a purchased lot which has been stamped by Swiss customs.All buyers

The bailiff accepts bids from those present at the sale, phone bidders, online bidders as

should note that local sales taxes or use taxes may become payable upon import of items

Please note, Baghera/wines is entitled to request a deposit in CHF in order to ensure the

own discretion – bids steps are shown on the Guide for Absentee Bidders on page 402.

well as absentee bidders. The stroke of the gavel indicates the final bid awarding the lot

following purchase. Buyers should obtain their own advice in this regard.

bidders' final registration. If the bidder is unsuccessful and does not owe Baghera/wines any

Currency and Currency Converter

debt, the deposit will be refunded (i.e. the received CHF amount) in full, 7 days after the sale.

The sale is conducted in Swiss francs. Any other amounts shown in this catalogue and on

9. EXCHANGE RATES

Baghera/wines is entitled to change the deposit pre-registration procedures and requirements

the currency converter are for guidance only and are not legally binding. Baghera/wines

3. TRANSFER OF RISK AND PROPERTY

In some auctions, in order to ensure proper information for the Buyer, a currency converter

at their own discretion without prior notice.

declines all responsibility for any mistakes on the currency converter.

Once awarded to the Buyer, the risks and ownership of the lot(s) pass to the Buyer.

is made available. The data displayed are provided for information only and Baghera/wines

to the Purchaser. The bailiff speaks out and records the name or number of the Buyer.

assumes no responsibility in this regard.
4. ABSENTEE BIDDING

398

platform is available on mobile devices as well as computers.

subject to the auctioneer’s discretion. The auctioneer retains the right to call bids at his

When bidding, the person assumes personal accountability to pay the price and any other
13. BIDDER RESPONSIBILITY

applicable taxes or charges, unless it has been explicitly agreed in writing with Baghera/wines,

Bidding at Auction

prior to the auction, that the bidder only acts as an agent on behalf and in the name of an

Baghera/wines can place bids on customers’ instruction, if you are unable to attend the auction

10. PRE-AUCTION VIEWING

Bids may be executed in person by paddle during the auction, in writing prior to the sale

third party, acknowledged and accepted by Baghera/wines, and that the said party shall be

in person, Baghera/wines and its employees or agents cannot be held responsible for failure in

Prospective buyers are encouraged to inspect the property at the pre-sale viewing, which can

by telephone or by live bidding.

solely responsible for payment of the Price.

the transmission of these instructions during the auction. In the case where two identical bidding

be attended at no charge by appointment only (please contact office@bagherawines.com).

Bidding in Person

The fall of the auctioneer’s hammer indicates the final bid. The auctioneer will call out and

instructions match the highest bidding, the lot will be awarded to the first bidder. Baghera/

Bidders accept responsibility for carrying out inspections and investigations, during previewing,

To bid in person, you will need to register for and collect a numbered paddle before the auction begins.

record the name or “paddle” number of the buyer. If your written bid is successful, you will

wines reserves the right in its sole discretion, to refuse bids from a buyer’s instructions in case

to satisfy themselves as to the lots in which they may be interested.

Proof of identity will be required. New clients are encouraged to register at least 48 hours in advance

be notified the day following the sale by email. Please note, bidding may be re-opened at the

the information and documents submitted as proof of identity, i.e. the identity of the beneficial

Baghera/wines may also provide condition reports. The absence of reference to the condition of

of a sale to allow sufficient time for us to process your information. All lots sold will be invoiced to

auctioneer's discretion. The final bid is provisional until the end of the auction. The auctioneer

owner, should prove to be false, incomplete, ambiguous or inadequate.

a lot in the catalogue description does not imply that the lot is free from faults or imperfections.

the name and address to which the paddle has been registered and invoices cannot be transferred

is entitled to re-open the bidding at his discretion at any time before the end of the auction.

to other names and addresses. Please do not mislay your paddle; in the event of loss, inform the

At the end of the auction, the final bid becomes irrevocable.

5. TERMS OF AUCTION

11. NO WARRANTY

Sales Clerk immediately. At the end of the sale, please return your paddle to the registration desk.

The bailiff has the right at its absolute discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding as it

Baghera/wines only acts as agent to the Seller. The sale is passed directly between the Seller

Bidding by Telephone

14. SALE RESULTS

may decide, to withdraw or divide any Lot, to combine any two or more Lots. Any bid must be at

and the Buyer. Baghera/wines shall not be responsible for any defects in the lots nor do we

If you cannot attend the auction, you may bid live on the telephone with one of our multilin-

Results for the sale are available upon request. Baghera/wines cannot accept liability for

least 10% higher than the previous bid. The bailiff can, however, change this percentage during the

guarantee the accuracy of the information concerning the producer, origin, date, age, authenticity,

gual staff members. This service must be arranged at least 72 hours in advance of the sale,

any errors or omissions, howsoever caused. Sellers should await their settlement statement

auction. The Seller as well as any person instructed by the former cannot bid on their own lots.

provenance, weight or condition of any Lot. None of Baghera/wines agents have authority to give

especially if you wish to bid in a language other than English. We also recommend that you

as confirmation of any sold proceeds.

any guarantees in this respect. All statements made in catalogues, advertisements or brochures

leave an emergency bid which we can execute on your behalf just in case we are unable to

6. ESTIMATE

concerning Baghera/wines sales only express opinions and are no guarantee from Baghera/

reach you by telephone. Please note that telephone bids may be recorded (by bidding on

15. PAYMENT OPTIONS AND DEADLINES

The estimate of each lot is based on prices reached during previous auctions for similar lots. It is subject

wines or the Seller. All persons concerned are expected to inquire before the auction, about the

the telephone, you consent to the recording of your conversation). We suggest that you

The price is payable in Swiss francs in the seven days following the sale. On the eighth

to change and does not constitute any guarantee or indication of the actual final sale price. The estimate

description and condition and of the lots and of possible defects or possible damage or repairs

leave a maximum bid, excluding the buyer’s premium and VAT, which we can execute on

day after the sale, interest at the rate of 1% per month will be added to the amount due.

does not include costs such as the Buyer’s premium and additional costs (refer to section 8. below).

which have been, or need to be, carried out.

your behalf in the event we are unable to reach you by telephone.

Payment can also be made in foreign currencies with legal-tender status if that amount
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conditions of business (continued)
can be converted into Swiss francs at the value date of payment. To avoid any delay in

18. COLLECTION, SHIPPING, IMPORTATION AND STORAGE

21. FALSE INFORMATION

releasing goods, prospective buyers should supply bank references before the auction.

Please refer to page 406 in this catalogue for detailed information regarding collection,

If the information or documents provided by the Buyer on his identity or the identity of the

Policy published on our website at bagherawines.com and available on request by emailing

Please include your name and invoice number with your instructions to the bank. Please note

shipping, importation and storage facilities. Please note that the Geneva FreePort is open

beneficial owner prove to be false, incomplete, ambiguous or insufficient, Baghera/wines

office@bagherawines.com.

that we reserve the right to decline payments received from anyone other than the buyer of

from Monday to Friday from 8 am to 11 am and from 1 pm to 4 pm. Please note, that collection

may, in their sole discretion, cancel the sale and pursue the fraudster. The Buyer will be

Sometimes, Baghera/wines may also disclose this information to carefully selected third

record and that clearance of such payments will be required. All fees regarding bank transfers

notice should be given at least 48 h prior collection.

responsible for all costs incurred.

parties for their own marketing purposes. If you do not wish your details to be used for this

are at the buyer’s charge.

All the Lots are stored at:

Payment can be made in Swiss francs at the sale in cash, by credit card or charge card, or

Geneva FreePort and are either in bond or duty paid (please refer to individual the lot descrip-

22. BAGHERA/WINES’S AUTHENTICITY GUARANTEE

If the client provides Baghera/wines with information that is defined by European data protec-

by bank transfer to : Beneficiary : Baghera Wines Auction&Trading SA, Geneva

tion in the catalogue or e-catalogue).

If Baghera/wines sells any wine which the Buyer subsequently shows to Baghera/wines' reaso-

tion laws as “sensitive”, the client agrees that it may be used for the purposes set out above.

Crédit Suisse, AG, CH-1211 Genève 70

All lot(s) can be collected when Baghera/wines' full payment confirmation has been delivered

nable satisfaction to be a “counterfeit”, subject to the terms below Baghera/wines will cancel

In the course of these disclosures, personal data collected in the European Economic

IBAN : CH54 0483 5157 5226 21000 — Swift/BIC : CRESCHZZ80A

to the buyer. Any property for which shipping arrangements or collection have not been made

the sale and refund to the Buyer the total amount paid by the Buyer (in the original currency).

Area may be disclosed to countries outside the European Economic Area. Although such

Please note that transactions should preferably be made by bank transfer. If you wish to pay

prior to this date will be assessed a monthly storage of CHF 100/palette/month and insurance

Definition : “counterfeit” means a wine that in Baghera/wines' reasonable opinion is an imita-

countries may not have legislation that protects a client’s personal information, Baghera/

in cash, please seek Baghera/wines' financial services for advice prior to making payment

charge of CHF 0,5/CHF 1'000/month.

tion created to deceive as to producer and vintage, where the correct description of the

wines shall take reasonable steps to keep such information secure and in accordance with

arrangements and contact our Accounting Department (sales@bagherawines.com) in order

For all buyers, a transit document will be needed to ship the wines. Destination VAT, excise

producer and vintage is not reflected by the description in the catalogue.

European data protection principles. By agreeing to these Conditions of Business, the client

to comply with Swiss government regulations.

duty, clearance charges are at the buyer’s charge and cannot be cancelled or refunded by

The Guarantee is provided for a period of fourteen (14) days from the date of the auction, for

is agreeing to such disclosure.

Baghera/wines will accept all major credit cards, American Express, Visa and MasterCard to

Baghera/wines. For buyers inside Switzerland, excise duty and clearance charges will be

the sole benefit of the original Buyer and may not be transferred to any third party.

Please read our Privacy Policy on www.bagherawines.com for full information about personal

pay for invoices. (A processing fee will apply). The successful bidder during the auction is

charged. VAT is already included in Baghera/wines' invoice.

In order to claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer must :

information and data protection.

solely responsible for payment to Baghera/wines. We will not accept payments for purchased

Be informed that express shipping companies may refuse to issue transit documents, we

(i) notify within 14 days Baghera/wines in writing of the reasons for believing the wine to

Baghera/wines premises may be subject to video surveillance and recording. Telephone calls

lots from any party other than the buyer. Goods can only be collected when payment has

strongly recommend using a professional wine carrier.

be counterfeit. The buyer must specify the lot number and date of the sale at which it was

for telephone bidding purposes may also be recorded. We may process that information in

been cleared.

Buyers are reminded that Baghera/wines accepts liability for loss or damage to uncollected

purchased ; and

accordance with our Privacy Policy.

lots until January 6th, 2023.

(ii) return the lot to Baghera/wines in the same condition as at the date of sale to the Buyer

16. NON-PAYMENT

purpose, please email office@bagherawines.com.

and be able to transfer property title to the lot, free from any third party claims arising after

25. MISCELLANEOUS

In case of non payment by the Buyer within seven days of the sale, Baghera/wines shall try

19. RIGHT OF RETENTION AND DELIVERY

the date of the sale.

(a) Taxes. If any taxes or rates are applicable to any amount paid by the Buyer, the latter is

their best to carry out the Seller’s instructions as to the next steps and help them, when

In order to avoid any errors in the auction process, to ensure the payment of invoices and to

Baghera/wines has discretion to renounce to any of the above elements. Baghera/wines may

solely responsible for their payment at the rate and on the date required by the competent

possible, to reach the price or if not, cancel the sale. All damages are expressly reserved.

proceed to – where necessary and in accordance with legal and regulatory requirements – the

require the Buyer to obtain at the Buyer’s cost the reports of two recognised and independent

administration.

Notwithstanding the above, Baghera/wines expressly reserves the right at its discretion and

required checks on the Buyer as well as the identity of the beneficial owner, No lot may be

experts in the field, reciprocally acceptable to Baghera/wines and the Buyer.

(b) Severability provisions. If any provision of this agreement should be judged by a court to

expense of the Seller to accept special conditions of payment of the price, to take adequate

removed during the sale.

Baghera/wines shall not be bound by any reports produced by the Buyer, and reserves the

be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, this provision may be waived and the rest of the Agreement

measures for storage and/or lot insurance, to start or pursue any legal proceedings instituted

Baghera/wines is authorized to retain the lots until all amounts due to Baghera/wines have

right to seek additional expert advice at its own expense.

will continue to be valid and enforceable.

by or against the Buyer on the terms and conditions that Baghera/wines considers appropriate,

been paid in full or until the Buyer has performed all other obligations that Baghera/wines,

On the assumption that Baghera/wines decides to cancel the sale under this Guarantee, the

(c) Personal information. Without your express prior refusal, we will be allowed to keep your

to take all necessary measures to recover the amounts owed by Buyer and, if possible, to

at his discretion, considers due, including anti money laundering and counter financing of

reasonable costs of two mutually approved independent expert reports may be refunded

personal information and may use it to inform you of our upcoming sales, services and events.

return the lot to the Seller.

terrorism compliance.

to the Buyer.

(d) Prohibition of Assignment. The Buyer may not assign any benefit and/or obligation under

In case of non-payment or partial payment, Baghera/wines is entitled to terminate the contract

In case a buyer does not meet the aforementioned checks to the satisfaction of Baghera/

with immediate effect, provided that it has served a warning to the Buyer to pay the requested

wines, the company will be entitled to cancel the sale and take any other action required or

23. LIABILITY

(e) Applicable law and jurisdiction. All contractual relations between the Purchaser, the

amount within 10 days. In case of termination of the contract, the Buyer accepts to pay an

permitted by law. Shipping service will take place after reception of payment.

Any participant in the sale, in whatever capacity, namely as bidder, visitor or third party is

Seller and Baghera/wines are subject exclusively to Swiss domestic law, to the exclusion of the

responsible for any damage, particularly to the lots exposed.

rules on the conflict of laws (LDIP). Any dispute in connection with the contractual relationship

indemnity corresponding to 20% of lot to Baghera/wines. The Buyer understands and expressly

this agreement with Baghera/wines and/or the Seller without our prior written permission.

accepts that any amount already paid by the Buyer will be retained by Baghera/wines up to

20. NON-COLLECTION OR NON-DELIVERY

the amount of the indemnity.

In case the Buyer, having fulfilled all his obligations under these conditions of purchase, does

24. DATA PROTECTION

Arbitration of the Swiss Chambers’ Arbitration Institution in force on the date on which the

not withdraw or fails to take delivery of the Lot, Baghera/wines will be entitled to, upon

As required by law, or in connection with the supply of auction and related services Baghera/

Notice of Arbitration was submitted in accordance with these Rules. The number of arbitrators

17. PARTIAL PAYMENT

notification to the Buyer, relist the lot by way of auction or private sale, in their sole discretion,

wines may ask clients to provide personal data. Baghera/wines may take and retain a copy

shall be one. The seat of arbitration shall be Geneva. The arbitration will be conducted in

Any partial payment by the Buyer to Baghera/wines will be considered payment through

and charge the Buyer the entire storage costs, insurance and all other costs that may occur.

of government-issued identification such as a passport or driving license. We will use your

French, subject to a written agreement for the use of another language.

direct deposit. In case of failure of the Buyer to pay the entire price of this deposit will be

Baghera/wines will have a right of retention on the lots until payment of all of these costs.

personal data (i) to provide auction and related services; (ii) to enforce these Conditions

shall be settled exclusively by arbitration in accordance with the Swiss Rules of International

automatically collected and lot will be relisted by public auction or at a private auction or sale

of Business; (iii) to carry out identity and credit checks; (iv) to implement and improve the

by private treaty at the discretion of Baghera/wines.

management and operations of our business and (v) for other purposes set out in our Privacy
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guide for absentee bidders

absentee bids form ( page 1 of 2 )
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how to …

If you can not attend the sale in person,
Baghera/wines' Live auction platform may
relay your bids and give you the opportunity to live the sale as if you were attending it in person. Feel the atmophere in
the room, follow the auction's excitement

absentee bids

If you are unable to attend an auction
in person, you may give Baghera/wines
instructions to bid on your behalf. Our
staff members will then try to purchase
the lot(s) of your choice for the lower
price possible. Please note this service is
free, totally confidential and offered as a
convenience to clients who are unable to
attend the sale. Although our representative will make every effort, Baghera/
wines will not be responsible for error or
failure to execute bids.

and place your bids at your convenience –
your bids will be instantly relayed to the
auctioneer.
B/Live is accessible from computers and
mobile devices, all you need is to ensure
that your connection is sufficent to

support live video streaming. If not, you
will still be able to bid live (without the
video) as the current bid and next increment will be visible on the screen.
You will need to register at least 48h
prior the sale on www.bagherawines.com

how to …

how to …

pl ace absentee bids?

pl ace telephone bids?

In order to place absentee bids, please
use the dedicated form (see opposite)
provided in this catalogue. Each bid form
should contain the sale number. Please
accurately record the lot number and the
maximum price in Swiss francs you are
willing to pay for each lot (please note
that unlimited bids will not be accepted).

If you cannot attend the auction, you
can place bids on the telephone. We
also recommend that you leave a
covering bid which we can execute
on your behalf just in case we are
unable to reach you by telephone.
As the number of telephone lines are
limited please make arrangements for
this service at least 48 hours before the
sale. Please note that Baghera/wines only
offers telephone bids in French, English,
Spanish, German and Chinese.

Your bid form must be placed and sent
over to us as soon as possible. In event
of identical bids, the earliest received
will take precedence. Alternative bids
may be indicated by using the word
“OR” between lot numbers. As a result,
if your bid on early lot is successful, our
representative will not continue to bid on
other lots on your behalf, or, if your early
bids are unsuccessful, we will continue to
execute bids for alternative lots until a bid
is successful. It is important that your bids
are listed in numerical order (as the lot
numbers appear in the catalogue).

to ensure registration is complete prior to
the sale and confirmed. You will be able
to enter the sale and place your bids at
your convenience. Please note that credit
controls apply on these bids (please refer
to page 399).

important notice

I f yo u a r e u n a b l e t o a t t e n d a n a u c t i o n
in person, please refer to "GUIDE FOR
A B S E N T E E B I D D E R S ", p a g e 4 0 2 o f t h i s
catalogue.
To a l l ow t i m e f o r p r o c e s s i n g , a b s e n t e e
b i d s s h o u l d b e r e c e i ve d n o l a t e r t h a n
T h u r s d a y N ove m b e r 2 4 t h , 2 0 2 2 .

buyer ’ s premium

The maximum bid price that you indicate
in your absentee bid form is the hammer
price only. If you are successful on a lot,
a buyer’s premium of 22% will be added
to the hammer price for each lot you buy.
An additional VAT tax of 7,7% will be
lieved on the hammer price AND buyer’s
premium. The buyer’s premium will be
the amount stated in the “Conditions of
Business” printed on pages 398-401 of
this catalogue.
s u cc e s s f u l b i ds

Successful bidder will be notified and
invoiced within a few days of the sale.
i n fo r m ati o n

Please contact Baghera/wines at
+ 41 22 910 46 30
office@bagherawines.com

I understand that Baghera/wines is providing
service of executing bids on behalf of potential
buyers for the client’s convenience and that
Baghera/wines will not be held responsible for
errors relating to its execution of bids.

I understand that each bid is per lot, as indicated,
and all bids will be executed and are accepted
subject to the "Conditions of Business" printed on
pages 398-401 of this catalogue.
I understand that if my bid is successful, a buyer’s
premium of 22% will be added to the hammer
price. An additional VAT tax of 7,7% will be lieved
on the hammer price and buyer’s premium.

Zip Code
Country
Email

City / State







Telephone

Fax



Fax





Account number



Address of bank



Telephone
Email





Address


Direct Tel. number



the contr ac ting part y is the beneficial owner

(The beneficial owner may neither be an offshore nor a domiciliary company)

O

Yes

O

N
 o : (please complete) : Beneficial owner
Address






I am aware of the "Condition s of Busine s s " and notice s printed in the catalogue and I hereby
accept to be bound by them . I agree that the "Condition s of Busine s s " govern all purcha se s at
auc tion that I make and I unders tand that payment in f ull is due immediately af ter the s ale in
Swis s franc s .
Signature


20,000 ~ 30,000 
30,000 ~ 50,000 

bagher a / wines
auc tion & tr ading sa

i n 1 0 0 ’s

CHF 10,000 ~ 20,000

i n 1 , 0 0 0 ’s

R u e A d h é m a r- Fa b r i 2

CHF

i n 2 0 0 ’s

CHF

i n 2 , 0 0 0 ’s

1201 Geneva

200, 500, 800

CHF

2,000, 5,000, 8,000

Sw i t ze r l a n d

i n 5 0 0 ’s

CHF 50,000 ~ 100,000
CHF 100,000 +
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First name

Person of contact
I understand that these bids are to be executed
up to, but not exceeding the amount specified in
the Absentee Bids Form.

CHF 1,000 ~ 2,000



Last name





* P l e a s e n o te t h a t b i d s i n f o r e i g n c u r r e n c y w i l l b e c o n v e r te d i n to Sw i s s f r a n c s a t t h e a p p r ox i m a te
p r e v a i l i n g r a te i n e f f e c t 24 h o u r s b e f o r e t h e s a l e .

T h e a u c t i o n e e r re t a i n s t h e r i g h t to c a l l b i d s a t h i s ow n d i s c r e t i o n b u t t h e f o l l ow i n g w i l l g i ve b u ye r s a n i n d i c a t i o n o f t h e n o r m a l b i d s te p s :

CHF 5,000 ~ 10,000

contr ac ting part y

D a te

B i d d i n g g e n e r a l l y o p e n s w i t h t h e l ow e s t i m a te a n d a d v a n ce s i n i n c r e m e n t s o f u p to 1 0 % s u b j e c t to t h e a u c t i o n e e r ’s d i s c re t i o n .

CHF

print cle arly in block let ters or t ype)

Name of bank

bidding increments


2,000 ~ 3,000 
3,000 ~ 5,000 

(ple ase





in 5,000's
A u c t i o n e e r ’s d i s c re t i o n

lot n o
(i n

numerical order)

n o of lots required
(i n

c a s e o f pa r c e l lot s )

ma ximum bid
(s w i s s

fr a n c s *)

Té l : + 4 1 2 2 9 1 0 4 6 3 0
Email : of fice@bagherawines.com
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absentee bids form ( page 2 of 2 )

bidder pre-registration form
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Last name

First name

SALE N U M B E R 2211 | SALE NAM E M OO N LI G HT | SALE DATE N OVEM B ER 27 TH , 2022



If you plan to attend the auction in person, please fill out this form and submit it by email to : office@bagherawines.com, or bring it with you to the
salesroom to register on the day of the auction. All documents can be found on our website, here : www.bagherawines.com

lot n o
(i n

n o of lots
required

numerical order)

(i n

c a s e o f pa r c e l lot s )

lot n o

ma ximum bid
(s w i s s

fr a n c s *)

(i n

numerical order)

n o of lots
required
(i n

c a s e o f pa r c e l lot s )

ma ximum bid
(s w i s s

Please indicate in what capacity you will be bidding (please select one) :

O

fr a n c s *)

A
 S A PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL
Proof of identity in the form of government-issued identification with a photograph and proof of address will be required.

O

O
 N BEHALF OF A COMPANY
We require a Letter of Authorisation signed by a company director for the noted individual to transact on the company’s behalf
and a copy of government-issued identification (such as the certificate of incorporation) to verify the status of the company.
This should be accompanied by an official document confirming the company’s EU VAT registration number, if applicable.

invoice information

Last name

First name

Company name (complete if you are bidding on behalf of a company)






VAT Number (if applicable)





Address
Zip Code
Country
Email

City / State







Telephone

Fax



financial information

First time buyers are expected to provide with their credit card information and with their bank details
Name of bank



Account number
Address of bank




Telephone
Email

Fax





Person of contact

Direct Tel. number

Credit card type

Expiration date

Credit card number







I agree that all bids are subjec t to the "Condition s of Busine s s " printed in this catalogue, additional notice s or term s printed in the catalogue and
supplement s to the catalogue pos ted in the s aleroom , and in accordance with the above s tatement s and condition s . I a s sume all re spon sibilit y
for payment for the goods purcha sed under the a s signed paddle. If I am ac ting a s an agent, I agree to be personally re spon sible for all purcha se s
* P l e a s e n o te t h a t b i d s i n f o r e i g n c u r r e n c y w i l l b e c o n v e r te d i n to Sw i s s f r a n c s a t t h e a p p r ox i m a te p r e v a i l i n g r a te i n e f f e c t 24 h o u r s b e f o r e t h e s a l e .

I a g re e t h a t I a m b o u n d by t h e “ C o n d i t i o n s o f B u s i n e s s ”, w h i c h a r e p u b l i s h e d i n t h e c a t a l o g u e f o r t h e s a l e
a n d g ove r n a l l p u rc h a s e s a t a u c t i o n t h a t I m a ke .
S i g n a t u re
D a te
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made on behalf of my client(s), unle s s other arrangement s are confirmed in writing prior to each auc tion .
Signature
Date






BY SIGNING, YOU ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS OF BUSINESS OF BAGHERA/WINES AS STATED IN OUR CATALOGUES AND ON OUR WEBSITE.
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collection, shipment and storage
I M P O R TAT I O N

WIN E PACKING

All lots are either in bond, either duty-paid in Baghera/wines' cellar at the Geneva

All lots will be delivered in their packaging as described in the catalogue.

FreePorts, Switzerland. Wine buyers from outside Switzerland should be aware of

If you would prefer an optimum protection of the bottles, we can provide styrofoam

restrictions imposed by various jurisdictions regarding importation of alcoholic

(on demand only, we shall provide you with a quote), and the empty original wooden

beverages. It is the buyer’s responsibility to obtain any relevant export or import

cases will be added to the shipment.

licence. The denial of any licence cannot justify the cancellation of the sale or any

Baghera/wines will take no responsibility for breakage of wines during shipment.

baghera/wines'
storage service

delay in making payment of the total amount due.
TA X AT I O N
COLLECTION

The laws of the final destination of shipment determine taxation. It is the Buyer’s

Collection from the Geneva FreePorts will be by appointment only and at least 7 days

responsibility to ensure compliance with applicable tax laws shipments.

notice must be given. Property will not be released until payment in full has been
received and funds have been cleared. Authority for the release of lots to the Buyer

STORAGE

will be a Release Order provided by Baghera/wines. Moreover, it is Baghera/wines'

Baghera/wines offer complimentary storage at the Geneva FreePorts for 4 weeks

policy to request proof of identity (the Buyer's, or that of the Buyer's authorised

after the date of the sale. Any property for which shipping arrangements or collection

representative/shippers, in which case they will require an authorisation letter from

have not been made prior to this date will be assessed a monthly storage of CHF 100/

Located in Geneva, in the heart of Europe, Baghera/

the Buyer) on collection of a lot. All Buyers (or shippers) must examine every lot or

palette/month and insurance charge of CHF 0,5/CHF 1'000/month. (Please refer to

wines’ cellars at the Geneva FreePorts offer its clients

consignments in the presence of cellar staff at Geneva FreePorts prior to collection.

Baghera/wines' Conditions of Business, 18. COLLECTION, SHIPPING, IMPORTATION

the possibility of storing fine wines & spirits either in

AND STORAGE, on page 400 of this catalogue).

bond or under Swiss regime (duty-paid) in highly secure

For any buyers outside Switzerland, a transit document will be needed to ship

S TO R E YO U R W I N E S S A F E LY

vaults with optimal wine cellar conditions (thermal and

the wines. Destination VAT, excise duty, clearance charges are at the buyer’s charge

hygrometric control).

and cannot be cancelled or refunded by Baghera/wines. For buyers inside Switzerland,

NOTE

excise duty and clearance charges will be charged. VAT is already included in Baghera/

In all instances, neither Baghera/wines nor the Geneva FreePorts are responsible for any

wines invoices. Be informed that express shipping companies may refused to issue

deterioration, damage, loss or any acts or omission of any shipper, including, without

Geneva, a cosmopolitan city located at the heart of the

transit documents, we strongly recommend to use a professional wine carrier. Baghera/

limitation, any packing, shipping, delivery or insurance for purchased lots.

European vineyard, is a prominent centre for the wine
trade.

wines can assist in retrieving lots from the Geneva FreePorts.

SHIPPING

Contact for Baghera/wines :

Since opening in 1962, the Geneva FreePorts offer

Shipping will be at Buyer’s expense, and must be prepaid of freight collect. Shipping

+41 22 910 46 30

unparalleled service, security and accessibility to Swiss

by commercial means, particularly of older wines, can be risky and it is at the buyer’s

office@bagherawines.com

and international wine lovers and wine professionals.

risk. Baghera/wines will not refund any shipment charges under any circumstances.

With 60 years of wine storage experience, the Geneva

Please contact directly Baghera/wines shipping department for any transport or

FreePorts have earned an international reputation as

insurance requests.

the safest storage facility in Switzerland… and one of

Extreme temperatures (too hot or too cold) can damage fine wines. During

the safest in the whole world.

periods of extreme temperatures, Baghera/wines holds your wine until the weather
is suitable for shipping. This means that shipment of your wine can be delayed for

Contact us at office@bagherawines.com to arrange storage

several months during the summer. If the Buyer chooses to ship during extreme

for your wine collection.

weather conditions, the Buyer assumes all responsibility for possible weather-related
damage that may incur during that wine shipment (i.e. pushed up corks, leakage,
etc.) and the Buyer understands that Baghera/wines will not guarantee the condition
of any wine transported during periods of extreme heat or extreme cold and will not
replace any wine deemed to have incurred temperature related damage in transit.
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